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Abstract

Three undergraduate student research projects were jointly funded by the University of
Hawaii Sea Grant College Program, Hawaii Department of Land and Natural Resources and

Aquasearch Inc. during the summer of 1997. The project topics selected were to study the
Hawaiian black-lip pearl oyster, Pincrada margaritifera on the effects of overfishing and envi-
ronmental degradation; the effects that fish feeding has on the coral reef of Kahekili Beach Park

north of Lahaina, Maui; and the monitoring of progress of Kealia Beach Dune restoration

project on Maui. Each project produced a final written report, and all students presented their
results at a concluding symposium.
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Abstract

Stocks of Hawaiian black-lip pearl oysters, Pine!ada margariti fera  Linnaeus, 1758!
appear to have been depleted by overfishing and environmental degradation. Permanent
survey transect sites were set up in Kane'ohe Bay in 1989 to monitor changes in the status of
stocks. Only 17 pearl oysters were found in 1989. Transects were re-surveyed in 1997, and
22 pearl oysters were counted. Most were found on the slopes of patch reefs around the
Sampan Channel in 2 � 6 m depth. Recruitment is low. Standing stock estimated from
observed densities on transects in 1997 and the extent of available habitat is about 950
individuals.

The size distribution of pearl oysters on transects indicates that they are fished, despite
legal. protection. Growth of Pincrada margaririfera in Kane'ohe Bay is comparable to other
locations. The prospects for commercial culture of black pearls in Kane'ohe Bay are limited
by environmental constraints and the heavy recreational use of the Bay.



The black-lip pearl oyster, Pinctada niargaritifera  Linnaeus, 1758!, occurs
throughout the tropical ludo-west Pacific. It is uncommon around the main islands of
Hawai'i  Kay 1979! and is distributed throughout the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands as far as
Midway Island  Galtsoff 1933!. Small numbers of Pittctada tttargaritifera were reported from
"one of the coral reefs" in Kane'ohe Bay, 0'ahu  Galtsoff 1933. p. 6!, Galtstoff �933!
described good growth and survival rates for 310 oysters introduced to Kane'ahe Bay from
Pearl and Hermes Reef in 1930.

Stocks of Pinctada margaritifera have long been exploited for the value of the
nacreous mother-of-pearl shell. Pearl oysters were harvested in Pearl Harbor, 0'ahu, for King
Kainehameha during the late1700s and early 1800s  Kay 1979!, A commercial fishery
operated at Pearl and Hermes Reef in the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands from 1927 to 1929
and yielded around 100 tons of shell. Stocks were, however, quickly depleted  Galtsoff 1933!
and have not since recovered  Kay 1979!. Interest in black pearl culture has increased
throughout the Pacific, with expanding cotnmercial developments in French Polynesia, the
Cook Islands, Okinawa and Fiji. The industry in French Polynesia currently generates more
than USS 150 million annually.

This study surveyed permanent transects in 1989 and 1997 in Kane'ohe Bay to
monitor changes in abundance and distributian of P. margaritifera. Spat grow-aut trials at
Moku o Lo'e in Kane'ohe Bay provided information on growth rates. Recruitment was also
monitored at four sites in Kane'ohe Bay. The potential for developinent of the resource,
through enhancement of wild stocks and artificial culture trials, was also assessed.

Study Site

Kane'ohe Bay is located on the naitheast coast of the island of 0'ahu  Fig.l!, It is
the largest embayment in the State of Hawai'i  Smith et aL 1973! and the most extensively
studied  Bathen 1968, Smith et aL 1981, Laws and Allen 1996!. It extends approximately 13
km in length and 4,5 km in width. Two navigable channels penetrate the outer barrier reef, at
the northern and southern ends of the bay. The inshore, inner bay and outei' bay comprise
the major physiographic zones. The inshore zone is composed of the intertidal zone and the
fringing reef. The lagoon and the patch reefs comprise the inner bay. The lagoon is divided
into three sectors: South Bay, Central Basin and North Bay. The outer bay zone includes a
barrier reef  Smith et aL 1973!. Seawater is driven shoreward across the barrier reef by wave
action. Prevailing tradewinds blow frotn the NE and E approximately 70% of the time.
Circulation in the inner bay is determined by bathymetry and driven by tides and wind and
the inflow across the barrier reef  Bathen 1968!. The South Bay has more restricted
circulation.

Anthropogenic influence include runoff of sediments, dredging, channelization of
streams, changes in the watershed and riparian environments, 25 years of sewage effluent
discharge and introductions of invasive species. Despite an increase in the human population,
the water quality of Kane'ohe Bay has improved following sewage diversion in 1978  Laws
and Allen 1996!.

Kine'ohe Bay is an ideal location for the survey of the distribution of Pinctada
margaritifera. It is one of the few areas in the state where a relatively substantial population
remains. Environtnental records exist for physical parameters, topography and bathymetry
within the bay and the surrounding watershed due to extensive scientific research of the
ecosystem  Bathen 1968, Smith et ai. 1973, Smith et al. 1981, Hunter 1993, Laws and Allen
1996!.



Figure I. Map of Kane'ohe Bay, 0'ahu, Haggai 'i, showing 1989 and  997 transect and
recruitment study sites.

Methods and Materials
Distribution and Abundance

The 1989 survey concentrated on patch reefs identified by local informants  Lester
Zukeran, pers. comm.! with l7 patch reef and four barrier reef sites  Fig. 1!. Other sites were
added in 1997 to examine the extent of pearl oyster distribution throughout the Bay.



including nine sites an the fringing reef and nine on the barrier reef  Fig, 1!. Areas surveyed
at each site ranged from 200 to 1,000 m'  Table 1!.

Table 1: Estimated population size of Pinctada margaritiferu in Kane'ohe Bay in 1997
based on total reef slope areas  from Hunter 1993! and average density determined from
field transects.

Standard line transects of 20 to 100 m length  depending on the size of the patch reef
and suitable substrate! were laid along the crest or slope of patch reefs. Divers searched 5 rn
to each side. The depths varied, depending on the slope of the reef: barrier reef flat sites were
typically at 0 � 2 m depth, and transects along fringing, patch and barrier reef slope sites
ranged from 7 � 8 m depth. No suitable substrate for Pinctada margaritifera was found
below 8 m, where fine silt dominates.

Initial measurements in 1989 included dorsoventral measurement  DVM, shell
diameter from the umbo to the outermost continuous edge of the non-nacreous border
excluding the digitate growth processes! and heel depth  dorsal edge of the hinge to the
deepest point of the valves! when the oyster was accessible. Only DVM was measured in
1997.

The total number of oysters was extrapolated using estimates of total area of reef
types from Hunter �993! and density estimates calculated separately for each of the three
Bay sectors. Total numbers for the barrier reef were estimated from Hunter's �993! barrier
reef flat and slope areas.

Recncitment

One site within each zone of the Bay was chosen to monitor recruitment  Fig. 1!.
Recruitment was estimated using spat collecting techniques from French Polynesia and the
Cook Islands  Cabral er aL 1985!, Spat collectors were 85 x 35 cm bags of 1.5 mrn mesh,
loosely filled with a 1 m'piece of 70% shade cloth. At each sampling station, 10 bags were
placed at a depth of 8 m, anchored to the substrate and suspended approximately 1 m above
the substrate by internal floatation. Bags were deployed for three months. To assess seasonal
variation, two collection periods were sampled: April to June 1997 and July to September
1997 to coincide with natural spwaning times. An adult population is maintained on longlines
at Moku o Lo'e  Fig. 1!, therefore recruitment at this site was assessed over a longer period of
time, with collectors deployed frotn longlines for eight months commencing in August 1995,
October 1995, January 1996, and April 1996. In addition, spat collection bags were
suspended from the substrate concurrent with the 1997 sampling periods throughout the Bay.



Growth

Nursery grow-outs of spat acquired from laboratory spawned oysters initially
occurred in seawater tanks on Moku o Lo'e, Grow-out continued on 1onglines once spat
reached between 10 and 15 mrn. Spat initially numbered in the thousands, and juvenile
individuals were not identified. Measurements were obtained from two age groups, juveniles
 DVM < 116 mm! and adults  DVM > 116 mm!. Growth estimates were based on mean DVM
of 5 individuals from each of 5 culture panels for adults and mean DVM of 7 - 8
measurements from each of 4 grow-out baskets. Adults ranged from 116 mm to 154 mm at
the start of the trials, Juveniles ranged from 19 mm to 64 mm at the start of trials. Growth was
monitored monthly over 18 months.

Resuits

In 1989, only 17 pearl oysters were found at seven sites �3% of the sites sampled!,
with an average density of 0.13 per 100 m'. In 1997, 22 pearl oysters were found at nine of
the sites surveyed in 1989 �3% of the sites sampled!, with an average density of 0.18 per 100
m  Table 1!. Only one pearl oyster was found on the fringing reef and seven on the barrier
reef  Table 2!. Although the number of oysters increased by 29% from 1989 to 1997, the
increase was primarily due to a profusion of oysters at Site 20  Central Basin! in 1997 �0
individuals!, where none was recorded in 1989,

In 1997 no oysters were found in the South Bay, mean density in the Central Basin
was 0.2 per 100 m', and 0.04 per 100 m'in the North Bay. Overall abundance on the patch
reefs was estimated at 861 individuals  Table 2!, with 85% in the Central Basin in close
proximity to the Sampan Channel. Estimated numbers of oysters on the fringing reef and
barrier reef were 41 and 48, respectively  Table 1!. Highest density occurred in the Central
Basin on both the fringing and barrier reefs. Standing stock in Kane'ohe Bay totaled 950
pearl oysters. Using 95% estimated confidence limits for the mean density overall, we
estimated that the density in the Bay could be as low as 384 or as high as 1,538 pearl oysters.

Pirictada margaritifera recruits were not found in spat collection bags during any
recruitment period. Recruits of a congener, Pinctada radiata, were collected, and the
predator, Stylocus sp.  Platyhelminthes!, was found at all four sites within spat collection bags,
and the molluscivore, Cymariurti sp., was found at the North Bay site.

Shell diameters fot pearl oysters on the transects ranged from 80 to 215 mm in 1989
and 35 to 230rnrn in 1997  Fig. 2!. Although mean DVM increased between surveys from
148 mm in 1989 to 174 mm in 1997, size distributions for the two years were not
significantly different  Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, P = 0.46!,

u 2 50 70 90 110 130 150 170 190 2'10 230 50 70 90 110 130 150 170 190 210 230
1909 Doreaveetrei MeeeuremerNe  DMVi mm 1997 OereOvenirai Meeeuremente iDMVi mm

Figure 2. Size frequency for Pinctada margaritifera on transects, l989  ri=l7! l997  rr=22!.



Table 2: Abundance of Pinctada margarihfera in Kane'ohe Bay. Transects are listed by
reef type and location. ND indicates no data as these transects were not surveyed in 1989.

Growth rates varied widely between individual adult P, margaritifera, with wide
fluctuations in shell incretnents over successive intervals. Some individuals occasionally
showed a reduction in shell size, as the outer periostracal margin was broken back ar
sloughed off  Sims, 1988!. Monthly mean growth estimates ranged from -38 mm per year to
59 mm per year, with a mean DVM increase of 8.7  SD = 2.5! mm per year. For juveniles,
growth averaged 52.6  SD = 5,2! mm per year.



Discussion

The population of Pinctada margaritifera in Kane'ohe Bay is restricted in size and
distribution, Pearl oysters were most abundant between 2 and 6 m depth close to the Sampan
Channel in the Central Basin, Pinctada margaritifera settles prolifically in shallow water
elsewhere  Coeroli, 1983, Cabral et al. 1985!, but wave action and/or fresh water runoff may
hinder survival in shallow water in Kane'ohe Bay. Pearl oysters do not survive well in fine silts
 Sims l990!, and the presence of silt in Kane'ohe Bay may prevent oyster settlement in the
South Bay. Strong waves may restrict pearl oysters from settlement in the North Bay.

Subsequent observations  Rodgers pers. obs., Kolinski pers.obs.! have found several
clusters of oysters at 10 m depth close to the Sampan Channel, We suspect that these
aggregations are from divers gathering and sequestering the oysters. The rapid proliferation
of oysters at Site 20  Central Basin! should therefore be viewed as an anomaly, perhaps linked
to human interference.

No recruitment of pearl oysters was found during this study. Although a
reproductively active population of between 40 � 60 adult Pinctada rnargaritifera was
maintained at Moku o Lo'e during the period of spat collection, only recruits of its congener,
P. radiata, were found during a year of monitoring at this site. Absence of P. rnargaritifera
on collection bags may be due to limited satnpling, the small breeding population within the
Bay, predation or larval transport from the Bay.

Apparently over half of the oysters found on the 1997 transects have recruited since
the original 1989 survey. All oysters on the baseline survey in 1989 should have reached the
maximum size �30 mm! by 1997 if they had survived. Lifespan can exceed 30 years  Reed
1973!. Therefore either mortality has occurred between surveys, including individuals in the
maximum size class, or large adults were being removed from the population. Small
individuals on transects indicates some recruitment in Kane'ohe Bay, however, the low
numbers suggest little recruitment has occurred since 1989.

At Kane'ohe Bay, land-based grow-out increased survival of young spat in the
nursery but growth rates were slow compared to growth rates of spat in the ocean. Growth
rates for juveniles placed on the longlines were comparable or higher to sites in the South
Pacific  Sirris 1994!. Refinements in filtration techniques, flow-rate parameters, or changes in
oyster densities in the nursery could improve growth rates of land-based spat.

Expansion of the black pearl industry across the Pacific is constrained by
environmental limits to stock abundance or previous histories of overfishing. The pearl
oysters in Kane'ohe Bay and Pearl and Hermes Reef reflect these respective limitations.
Priorities for Pinctada niargaritifera center on enhancement of natural populations and
supply of stock to pearl farms through spat collectors or hatchery developments  Sims 1988!.
Standing stock in Kane'ohe Bay is sufficient for use in smail scale hatchery trials, but
commercial hatcheries would need other broodstock sources to prevent possible founder
effects. The limited distribution and narrow depth range of P. margaritifera reflect the
suboptimal conditions for this species in the Bay. The potential for wild stock euhancetnent
or commercial culture of pearl oysters in the Bay is therefore unlikely. Any proposed
commercial venture must also compete with various recreational interests in the Bay and
address the security concerns involved with pearl farming in heavily utilized waters. While
growth rates of P. margaritifera in the Bay indicate that pearl farming would be technically
feasible, the heavy recreational use makes it practically impossible.

Pinctada rnargantifera is a protected marine fisheries resource. It is illegal to take,
kill, possess, remove or sell this species in Hawai'i without a permit. The black-lip pearl oyster
was a vital part of the native culture  Summers 1990!, Continued legal protection is vital to
this species.



Conclusion

Kane'ohe Bay is one of the richest habitats in Hawai'i for this rare species, yet only
about 950 individuals remain in the Bay. The population appears to be maintaining itself at a
low density. Oysters are most abundant in the Central Basin where high water quality and
good water circulation occur. Recruitment is very low throughout the Bay. The limited
distribution of Pinctada rnargaritifera in the Central Basin and its narrow depth range may
increase susceptibility to environmental stresses, catastrophic events or anthropogenic
activities. Kane'ohe Bay has conditions favorable to growth of Pinctada margaritifera, and
growth rates in the Bay are comparable to other locations.

The effects of environmental, demographic, and genetic stochasticity can be dramatic
in small populations. Protection is critical to tnaintain an effective population size. Initial
recovery may be slow in a long-lived species. A combination of low reproductive rates, due to
a small population size, and low recruitment may hinder restocking efforts of depleted
populations.
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Nearshore fishes have always played important roles in the lifestyles of Hawaii's
people, Snorkeling and SCUBA diving are popular activities with residents and tourists, and
offer opportunities to see reef fish in their natural environment. During these activities, many
people feed the fish so they can get a closer look at them. Unfortunately, Hawaii's recent
history has shown that the state's growing population can have adverse effects on nearshore
populations.  DLNR, 1992.! Other places have described similar problems. For example,
divers in Australia were attacked by a school of snapper and two-SO pound groupers while
feeding and photographing thein  Perrine, 1989!,

The goal of the study was to measure the effects of people feeding fish on a reef. The
hypothesis tested was that fish feeding changes the abundance and diversity of nearshore fish
populations. It was thought that abundance would increase while diversity decreased during
fish feeding. Upon further examination, it was thought there may be different effects over
different lengths of time, so the study was divided into two sections. A short term and long
term monitoring of fish abundance and diversity was employed. Short terin monitoring
looked at daily changes in fish abundance and diversity, while long term monitoring looked
at changes over a four-year period of time in fish abundance and diversity. Dominant fish
species was recorded during fish feeding, and human use of the reef was measured.

The site selected for the study was Kahekili Beach Park, also known as North Beach,
located north of Lahaina, Maui  Figures 1a & lb!. In 1993, a portion of the kiawe forest in
front of Kahekili was tom down and a restroom, shower, picnic tables and a parking lot were
installed. Since then, Kahekili has had regular recreational use by people. The site was ideal
for two reasons:

1. Preliminary data on fish and coral abundance had already been collected since
1993 by a local research organization.

2, The reef extended beyond the beach park adjacent to the shore, which provided
the study a suitable habitat with a "test site and control site" to isolate human
effects.

Figure la. Location of Kahekili beach park on the island of Maui, Hawai'i. Latitude and
longitude are shown. Source: AECOS, 1981.
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Short Term Monitoring

To begin, initial surveys of the three transects were done before any feeding.
Immediately after they were surveyed, a second set of surveys began that involved feeding the
fish. A second diver fed the fish within each transect with Purina Trout Chow. The food was
stored in waterproof containers filled with food pellets and water. The water saturated the
food pellets so that they would not float to the surface when the container was opened
underwater during fish feeding. While the second diver was feeding the fish, the first diver
would survey the transect again using the strip transect method. This was done for all three
transects, To avoid fish following surveyors from one transect to another during the feeding
portion of the study, divers would first generally survey a transect that was physically close to
another one. When done, they would swim to the transect that was farthest away. When that
one was done, they would swim back and survey the third transect'.

After all three transects were surveyed twice, a two hour surface interval' was taken.
After the two hour surface interval, the same three transects were surveyed a third time. This
method provided data which showed abundance and diversity before, during, and after the
fish were fed. This method is referred to as a "series". Zone A and B were both surveyed on
four separate occasions, yielding a sample size of twelve  n=12! for each'. Data were
analyzed using two-way ANOVA for abundance and Shannon-Wiener diversity indices  H'!
for diversity,

H' = - Z pi   Iog pi ! [Equation 1]
i=1

where 5' is diversity, and g is the proportion of the sample being calculated.
Similarity coefficients  PS! were also calculated to compare the similarity of fish populations
in zone A and zone B in 1994 and 1997.

PS =g min p,p,! I'Equation 2]

where ~P is percent similarity between two different samples. p, is the proportion of
sample 1, and pt is the proportion of satnple 2.

Dominant Fish Species Methodology

Dominant fish species were recorded during short term monitoring. Fish species with
more than ten fish present during fish feeding surveys were included on a list and then
ranked by how many times they made the list. Fish engaged in feeding on the fish food
provided were identified.

This method was developed to minimize the number of fish swimming from one transect to another, and
being counted twice during fish feeding surveys.

iA two hour surface interval is used for nitrogen out-gassing.
On occasion, a day could not be completed or some data had to be omitted.

Short term monitoring data were collected at three locations for each zone that were
chosen in 1993 by Eric Browii of the Pacific Whale Foundation, a local non-profit research
organization. These locations were selected in 1993 when preliminary monitoring began. An
additional "series" of three surveys was completed for each transect, before, during, and after
fish feeding. Transects were 10-meters long by 5-meters wide. Ten-meter transects were
adequate in length to sample fish populations  Tissot, personal communication!. Each
transect was surveyed for fish abundance using the strip transect method  Brock, 1954!, Time
restrictions allowed for only one zone to be done per day,



Long Term Monitoring Methodology

The long term monitoring for the study took advantage of preliminary data already
collected by the Pacific Whale Foundation  PWF!. PWF had been gathering data on coral and
fish abundance at Kahekili since 1993  Brown, 1994!, but did not include zone B until 1994,
Because of this, 1993 data were not included in this study. The data were collected using three
50-meter iransects at each zone, The transects were 5-meters wide on each side and surveyed
using the strip transect method. SCUBA divers would lay a 50-meter long transect line along
the bottom at the same location short term monitoring data were collected, and then swim a
set compass heading. Ten minutes after the line was deployed, two divers would swim side by
side on both sides of the line, estimate a perpendicular distance of 5-meters from the transect,
and count the abundance of fish. Behind the fish divers, a third diver would swim from
behind with a 1 meter square quadrat and record percent substrate  coral, algae, rock, sand,
etc.!. Fish data were analyzed using two-way ANOVA for abundance and Shannon-Wiener
diversity indices  H'! for diversity.

Human use, dominant fish species and short term monitoring data were collected
during June and July of 1997 between the hours of 8 am and 3 pm. The long term
monitoring data analyzed were recorded during the same months of the year, but included
1994, 1995, 1996 and 1997 between the hours of 8 am and 5 pm. The assumptions for all
statistical tests  random sampling, normal data, and txW.05, and equal sample variances! were
met unless otherwise noted  Appendix C!.

Results

Similarity coefficients  PS! for the reef substrate at both zones were calculated and
found to be 94% similar. Similarity coefficients were calculated for fish populations as well.
In 1994, zone A and B were 68% similar and then dropped to 65% in 1997.

Human Use

People were counted in the water at zone A and B and on the beach at zone A and B.
The number of people using zone A was significantly higher than the number of people
using zone 8 for both beach and water use  pW.OO! although zone B was physically larger in
size than zone A.

Table l: Average number of people in each of the fonr zones.

Short Term Monitoring

There was no significant difference in total fish abundance  p=0.096! between zone
A and zone B. However, there was a significant increase in total fish abundance  pW.OO!
during feeding compared to the before and after feeding periods  Figure 2!'. Zone A was
significantly higher in diversity  pW,OO! than zone B, and there was also a significant
decrease in diversity  p=0.002! during feeding compared with before and after feeding
 Figure 3!. Zone A had higher diversity than zone B except during feeding. Figures are mean
~ 1 standard error.

'Chart values iiidlcate mean + l standard error for all tigures.
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Three species of fish were selected for more detailed analysis: Thalassoma duperrey,
Melichthys niger, and Stethojulus balteata The first two fish, T. duperrey and M. niger, were
selected because they were the two most dominant species of fish during feeding. S. balteata
was selected because it did not feed on the fish food presented to it although it and T,
duperrey had a similar natural dtet of crustaceans  Randall, 1996!. We initially thought that
this latter species might decrease in abundance during the experiment in response to the
increase in abundance of T. duperrey.

All fish abundance and diversity data were compared using two-way ANOVA's, It
appeared that very few species of fish were feeding, but the ones that did were definitely the
most abundant.

The three species Thalassoma duperrey, Melichthys niger and Stethojulus balteata,
each showed different results. There was significantly more T. duperrey in zone A than zone
8  pW.006!, and there was significantly more T. duperrey during feeding  pW.OO!, than
before and after feeding in both zones  Figure 4!, There was also an interaction between
zones and series  p=0,00!, suggesting that this species is highly variable. There was no
significant difference of M. niger between zones  pW.318!, and there was significantly more
M. ni ger during feeding  pW.OO! than before and after  Figure 5!, There was an interaction
between zones and series  p&.05! like T. duperrey. Finally, there was significantly more S,
balteata in zone A than zone B  p&.003! but no significant difference in series  pW.789,
Figure 6!, Figures are mean a l. standard error,
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Eight additional species of fish were examined for short term abundance trends.
They included: Acanrhurus nigrofuscus, Rhinecanrhus rectangulus, Paracirrhires arcarus,
Chromis vanderbilri, Plecrroglyphidodonjohnsronianus, Parupeneus porphyreus, paso
brevirosrris, and Stegasresfasciolatus  Appendix A!. Mean abundance and diversity for all
fish species and ANOVA results may be found in Appendices B and C, respectively. Fish
species interpreted as indicators are dealt with in the discussion,

Dominant Fish Species

Table 2: Dominant Fish species ranked by number oF times seen out of 23 possible. " e "
indicates Fish were seen feeding on Food used in the study.

Long Term Monitoring

Total fish abundance increased significantly  p=0.00! over the study period �994-
1997!, however there was no significant difference  pW.05S! between zones A and B  Figure
7!. There was a significant increase in diversity'  pW.019! in four years �994-1997! and in
zones A and B  p=0.00, Figure 8!. Figures are mean a 1 standard error.

Homogeneity of variance was not satisfied, analysis proceeded with caution.
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Short term monitoring data were analyzed and any species with more than ten fish
present during feeding were put on a list  Table 2!, The number of times they made the list is
shown in the second column. An asterisk by their name indicates they were seen feeding on
the food used in the study.
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The three species, Thalassorna duperrey, Melichthys ni ger and Stethojulus balteata,
each showed different results. There was no significant difference of T. duperrey abundance
between years  pW.265!, but zone A was significantly higher than zone B  pW.036, Figure
9!. There was a significant increase of M. niger abundance between years  p=0.44! but there
was no significant difference between zones A and B  pW.818, Figure 10!. S, balteata
abundance significantly decreased between years  p&.00!, but there was no significant
difference between zones A and B  p=0,099, Figures l l!. Figures are mean a l standard
error.
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Eight additional species of fish were examined for long term abundance trends. They
included: Acanthurus nigrofuscus, Rhinecanthus rectangulus, Paracirrhites arcatus, Chrornis
vanderbilti, Plectroglyphidodon johnstonianus, Parupeneus porphyreus, Naso brevirostris,
and Stegastes fasciolatus  Appendix A!.
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Discussion

The goal of the project was to study the effects of people feeding fish on a reef, The
results of the study found that human use at zone A was higher than zone B by an order of
magnitude. Fish populations in zone A were a result of human activity and natural changes,
while zone B fish populations were a result of only natural changes. The study focused on
short term and long term effects of fish feeding, For simplicity, interpretations for these
effects are discussed separately.

Short term effects

The hypothesis that abundance and diversity would change during feeding was
canfirined with short term monitoring data. During feeding, abundance increased and
diversity decreased in both zones. Shortly after feeding, abundance and diversity of fish
species returned to prior levels. This rapid change in fish abundance and diversity could be
due to olfactory cues, visual stimuli and/or detection of mechanical pressure waves  Bond,
1979!, This conclusion has significant consequences. It does not take a long time to change
the dynamics of a nearshore reef fish population when feeding them, it happens right away!

Another change that occurred was the more dramatic increase in abundance and
decrease in diversity in zone A, compared to zone B. To explain this, fish feeding may be a
conditioned response that shows fish learn to be fed by people, The idea that fish can learn to
be fed by people has been described by diver accounts at well known fish feeding locations
 Quinn et aL, 1990 k, Perrine, 1989!. This has resulted in diving expeditions going out to
feed specific fish hke giant cod in the Great Barrier Reef. This behavior was also observed in
zone A at Kahekili Park, When we entered the water and started swimming out to our transects
in zone A, fish would approach us, circle a few times and then leave. We always observed this
behavior in zone A, but only observed it once in zone B and found that it was due to a leaky
fish food container, which we later fixed. If there were no conditioned responses involved,
fish at zone A would be expected to have responded more similarly to fish at zone B. This
leads to the possibility that fish in zone A have been conditioned. Are there long term effects
of fish feeding? To answer this question, long term data were analyzed.

Long term efYects

Long term data from 1994 to 1997 show that there was an increase in abundance
throughout the study period for both zones, even more so in zone B. Since zone B was the
control site, we would have expected a similar increase in zone A. Because we did not see this,
we could assume that fish feeding was not increasing the abundance of fish in zone A, This is
the exact opposite of what we found after analyzing the short term data where we discovered
that abundance immediately increases when fish are fed. So what explains this difference? It
is possible that zone B turned out to be the "test site" and zone A the "control site" for this
particular part of the study. Because zone B wasn't exposed to fish feeding until 1997 when
short term inonitoring began, it is possible that this study had an immediate impact on zone 8
by fish feeding. This feeding activity resulted in an immediate increase in fish abundance in
zone B, which is seen in the long term monitoring.

This impact is a/so seen when diversity is analyzed over the four year period.
Diversity for zone A gradually increases from 1994 to 1997. However, the diversity in zone B
has gone up and down every year, and in 1997 it is at one of its lowest diversity leve/s in the
last four years. What seems to be important in this case is when the first measurements af
abundance and diversity were made. For example, this study looked at lang term effects from
1994 to 1997 because that's when data were available at both zones. Unfortunately, the park
opened in 1993, so the change in abundance and diversity could have already occurred. To
explore this a little more closely, a paper by Eric Brown and Dr. Paul Forestell  Brown er al.,
1996! was reviewed, According to their study, diversity in zone A decreased between 1993
and 1994, As of 1997, diversity had not reached it'1993 level in zone A. This suggested
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there was an immediate response to human activity when the park opened in 1993, and
diversity had been gradually recovering ever since. The reason 1993 data were not compared
in our study, was that no data were available from zone B to coinpare with zone A. Because
zone B data were not available, it is possible that zone B had the same decrease in diversity as
zone A. Therefore, the decline in diversity for zone A froin 1993 to 1994 could have been a
natural change, not a human induced one.

Two other pieces of evidence exist thatwupport decreasing diversity and increasing
abundance, The first is the percent siinilarity of fish populations from zones A and B between
l 994 and 1997. In 1994, fish populations were 68% siinilar and in 1997 they were 65%
similar, The second piece of evidence comes from examining the short term monitoring data
more closely.

Diversity was compared throughout the course of the short term monitoring study in
1997. Trends in diversity show that zone A had the same diversity over the course of the
study period, whereas zone B showed a decline in diversity throughout the course of the study
period  June-July 1997!. Because zone B didn't receive regular fish feeding activity until
July of 1997, we see the decline of diversity in zone B while it occurs. This trend may be
analogous to a trend we would see if we were able to compare this to 1993 data.

Interpreting overall abundance and diversity between the two zones has shown that
diversity decreases rapidly during feeding, and abundance increases rapidly during feeding.
It is also very likely that there are long term consequences to fish feeding activity. To help us
understand a little more about what happens during fish feeding, three species were examined
further. Two of these species were Thalassonia diiperrey and Melichthys niger and were the
most dominant species present during fish feeding. The third species was Sterhoj ulus hair'cata,
although it was common during fish feeding, it did not engage in the activity.

A common question that dominant fish species "drive out" other fish species is of
concern. Well, as long as resource levels remain constant, a fish community should remain in
equilibrium and population numbers should remain constant  Jones, 1991!. However, regular
fish feeding changes resource levels by increasing the food supply and populations increase
in abundance. The populations that increase may be determined by how dominant they are
during fish feeding, Fish that are dominant during feeding show signs of increasing
abundance over time.

An example of this can be seen when looking at Thalassoma duperrey and Melichthys
niger. The former is a dominant fish and evaluation of long term trends indicates that it is
increasing in zone A and the latter, M. niger is increasing in zone B. On the other hand,
Srerhoj ulus balieara has shown a decline in abundance over time and it does not engage in
fish feeding. Because this study identifies T. duperrey and M. niger as two of the most
dominant fish during feeding, it is possible that fish feeding has increased food resource
levels and allowed these dominant fish to increase in abundance. Their increase in abundance
may have had an influence on the decline of S. balteata. but it is not certain.

To conclude, fish feeding has a negative effect on fish populations over a short period
of time. After feedmg, it is very likely that fish populations learn to be fed by people thus
resulting in long term changes to the fish populations. Then, the aggressive species of fish
within the population tend to dominate over other fish species which may result in the decline
of non-aggressive species of fish. It is strongly recommended that people discontinue fish
feeding activities so that nearshore reef fish populations can evolve naturally.
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Appendix A

Short and long term treads. Figures are mean a 1 standard error.
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Appendix A  Continued!

Short and long term trends. Figures are mean a 1 standard error.
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Appendix A  Continued!

Short and long term trends. Figures are mean a l standard error,
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Appendix 8

Mean abundance and diversity values for short term monitoring of eleven fish species.

Mean abundance and diversity values for long term monitoring of
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Abstract

This report provides a baseline set of beach profiles, vegetation transects, and wind

data that will help to monitor the progress of the Kealia Beach Dune Restoration

Project on the island of Maui, Hawaii  See Front Cover: Aerial Photo and Appendix:

Location Ma.p!. Eleven beach profiles were taken on July 9, 1997. The widest dune is

10.6 meters, the highest dune was 2.2 meters, and 7396 of the dunes had a dune scarp

 a nearly vertical wail where the dune has been sheared off by high wave events;

spring tides, storm surges, rogue waves!. In one area the dune is almost nonexistent;

1.1 meter wide by 0.8 meters high with a scarp from base of dune to crest. The

vegetation transects describe a geomorphic profile typical of Kealia Beach; areas of

sparse vegetation along dunes in sotne state of erosion, Along the control transect,

4496 of the point intercepts showed denuded dune and dune scarp. Of the flora

counted 7396 are alien plant species; 27%, native species. Wind data collected serni-

weekly, indicates a deflection of the prevailing northeast trade winds at the surface

of the beach, when there is at least one half meter of dune to windward. This

deflection produces a mechanism for sand transport from NW to SE along the beach,

ln July, when the wind blows at least four miles per hour, the conditions are

appropriate for sand accretion by spur fences. The dune fence that runs paraiiel to

North Kihei Road, installed in May 1997, appears to be effective in preventing

hawksbill sea turtle  Eretmochelys imbricata! mortalities. The Hawaii Wildlife Fund

reported five separate sightings of turtle tracks, several veering away from the

parallel fence, Between August 4 to October 12, 1997; two turtle nests were

documented and were excavated after hatchling emergence. According to George

Balazs, leader of the Marine Turtle Research Program of the National Marine

Fisheries Service, "Excluding an old nest, at least 234 hatchlings emerged on their

own or were assisted to the ocean this year."
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In trod uc tion

Kealia Beach, on the island of Maui in the Hawaii' Islands, is a 2.4 kilometer stretch

of undeveloped sand beach between Maalaea and Kihei, on the leeward side of the

Maui isthmus. The beach fronts Kealia Pond National Wildlife Refuge. Between the

beach and the pond lies North Kihei Road. A narrow strip of land owned by

Alexander k Baldwin Properties, borders the entire length of the beach and provides

access to Kealia at several locations along North Kihei Road. According to data

gathered from 1949 to 1988, the entire length of this shoreline has been eroding; the

net erosion ranged from 7.5 to 16.5 meters. Along two, 150 meter segments, the dune

has been almost completely lost  Makai Ocean Engineering Inc. and Sea Engineering

Inc,!, Between 1994 and 1997, two female hawksbill sea turtles  Eretmochelys

imbricata!, apparently seeking nesting grounds beyond the surf line, were struck

and killed on North Kihei Road. In September 1996, four hatchlings, probably

disoriented by the headlights of cars, were killed on North Kihei Road. The sand

dunes, the hawksbill sea turtle, and the road are all being threatened due to

continuing beach erosion and the presence of a road through a wildlife refuge and a

hawksbill nesting ground.

The Kealia Beach Restoration Project  KBDRP! was conceived in late 1996 to address

the sea turtle mortalities and the continued destruction of the nesting ground at

Kealia Beach. It is an ongoing cooperative effort involving the following

participants:

~ U.S. Fish 8r Wildlife Service: technical and manpower support in all areas

~ Hawaii State Department of Land % Natural Resources

~ University of Hawaii Sea Grant: technical support and direction regarding

coastal inanagement, beach profiling, data interpretation and evaluation

~ Maui County Correctional Center  MCCC!; volunteer work force for

installation and maintenance of parallel and spur dune fences

~ Volunteers from the community, including, marine and field biologists,

naturalists, concerned lay persons, and marine option program students from

Maui Community College
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Objectives

My objectives in monitoring the KBDRP from May to August, 1997 were:

l. to participate in the collection and processing of beach profile data,

2. to document and assess the re-vegetation effort.

3. to collect and analyze the wind-field data.

4. to document efforts to protect the hawksbio sea turtle from contact with

vehicles.

Beach Profile Materials and Methods

W July 9, 1997 baseline profiles of Kealia Beach were coHected by Rob MuHane and

the US Geological Service  USGS!, using a Geodimeter electronic distance measurer.

Eleven transects with two side lines each, were selected and mapped  See Appendix:

Location Map!. The location of important geomorphic indicators; base and crest of

the dunes, dune scarps, the vegetation line, the wet/dry sand line, the toe of the

beach  low water line!, and underwater bottom changes were noted. Each transect

was tied to reference points on North Kihei Road with the profile line beginning at

the road shoulder and extending 50 to 100 meters offshore. The profile data was

downloaded from the Geodat/124 to an external data storage device. Each profile was

formatted for the U.S.G.S. software, SigmaPlot, using the software, SimpleText  See

Appendix: Beach Profile Data Worksheets - Al to C2!. !n SigmaPlot, the polar

coordinates  slope distances, vertical and horizontal angies! were converted to the

Cartesian coordinates  x,y,z!. The Cartesian coordinates were then plotted on plan

and profile graphs for each transect. A comparison worksheet was produced

utilizing KBDRP transect A2, and USGS transect VKEA2.1, surveyed January 11, 1997,

The transects were plotted together on plan and profile graphs.



Vegetation Transect Materials and Methods

Two vegetation transects were plotted on August 2, 1997; a baseline vegetation

transect for a control area and one for a re-vegetation area See Appendix: Location

Map!, To plot the transects manageably, the lines were flagged every 10 meters, at

which time, the compass bearing was rechecked with the previous point and with the

starting point, Point intercept transect observations were made at 1 meter intervals,

beginning at meter 1, ending at meter 100. The reference point for the control area

is the defunct navigational marker, located between mile marker 2 and 3, on North

Kihei Road. Using a 50 meter transect line and a hand bearing compass, a point was

located on the beach side of the parallel fence, 5 meters from the navigational

marker base, at a heading of 190' SSW. The transect line was plotted for 100 meters at

a heading of 315 NNW  See Appendix: Vegetation Transect Data- Control Area!.

The reference point for the re-vegetation area transect is the Kiawe tree  Prosopis

pallida! located on the beach side of the pedestrian access at the NW end of the

parallel dune fence. The transect line was plotted for 100 meters at a heading of 300'

NNW. Total occurrences were calculated with reference to plant species or soil type

 if not vegetated! and the geomorphology directly under each meter mark on the

transect line  See Appendix: Vegetation Transect Data- Revegetation Area!,

Wind Monitoring Materials and Methods

Five reference points were spaced along the project reach, starting at the southeast

end of Kealia Beach and heading to the northwest end of the beach at the Kealia Pond

outlet. The wind data collection stations or "Flags" were oriented on Kealia Beach,

opposite the reference points  See Appendix: Location Map!. Wind data was collected

after 11 a.m.between the wet/dry One and the vegetation line or the parallel dune

fence line, if no vegetation was apparent  See Appendix: Wind Data Forms!.

Wind speed and direction were measured twice weekly, using a hand held Kestrel

anemometer with digital display, and a hand bearing compass. Wind speed was

recorded at 2 meter height, in miles per hour. Wind direction was measured in

compass degrees at 0 meter  sand surface! and 2 meter height.



Beach Profile Results  See Appendix: Profile Data Graphs, Al through C2!
Transect Al reference point is located 55 meters northwest of the 2 mile marker on
Vorth Kihei Road. The beach at this point is 20 meters wide  from the mid-swash; sea-
level at time of profile, to base of dune!. The dune is 9 meters wide by 1.8 meters high
with a scarp that takes up 0.8 meters of the height. The wet/dry line  last high tide
mark! is 8.6 meters from the base of dune.

Transect A2 reference point is located at the 2 mile marker. The beach is 27.7 meters
wide. The dune is 1.1 meter wide from the seaward side of road � mile marker! to the
base of dune on the beach. The height is 0.8 meters from base to crest, aB of which is
scarp. There is vegetation at the base of scarp. The wet/dry line is 2.9 meters from
the base of the scarp. The U.S. Geological Service collected beach profiles in the
Kealia Beach area every six months from February 1996 to January 1997. One of their
transects is located at the KBDRP transect A2. The January 1997 profile of A2  labeled
VKEA2.1! shows a different picture. At that time the beach was 8.6 meters wide The
dune was 1.8 meters wide from the seaward side of road to the base of dune on the
beach. The height was 1 meter from base to crest, all of which was scarp. There was
a vegetation line at the base of scarp. The wet/dry line was L.S meters from the base
of the scarp. Profiles A2 and VKEA2.1 were graphed together for comparison.
Transect A3 is located 60 meters southeast of the 2 mile marker. The profile shows the
beach is 17.1 meters wide. The dune is 5.7 meters wide by 1.2 meters high. lt has a
dune scarp located 0.7 meters from the base of dune, rising O.S meters with vegetation
on it. The wet/dry line comes to within 0.2 meters of the active dune.
Transect A4 is iocated 120 meters southeast of the 2 mile marker. The profile shows
the beach is 13 meters from rnid-swash to base of dune. The dune is 7 meters wide by
1.4 meters high with a dune scarp 0.8 meters from the base of dune, that takes up 0.6
meters of the height. At this area the wet/dry line is at the base of the dune.
Transect AS is located 210 meters southeast of the 2 mile marker. The profile shows
the beach is 15 meters wide. The dune is S.l meters wide by 1.67 meters high and has
a scarp 0.7 meters high that starts 0.8 meters above the base of dune. The wet/dry
line is at the base of dune.
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Transect B1 is located 155 meters northwest of Wind Field Flag 2. The profile shows
the beach is 20 meters wide. The dune is 8.5 meters wide by 2.3 meters high. It has a
scarp 2 meters high with vegetation at the base. The wet/dry line is 13 meters from
the base of scarp/vegetation line.

Transect B2 is located 76 meters northwest of Wind Field Flag 2. The profile shows the

beach is 24.6 meters wide. The dune is 3.7 wide by 0.7 meters high from crest of dune

to base. There is vegetation at the base of the scarp, extending 1.5 meters towards the

ocean. The wet/dry line is 7.2 meters from the base of scarp.

Transect B3 is located 40 meters northwest of Wind Field Flag 2. The profile shows the

beach is 18,3 meters wide. The dune is 8.8 meters wide by 0.9 meters high, all of

which is scarp from base to top with soine vegetation at the base. The wet/dry line is
1.6 meters from the base of scarp.

Transect B4 is located at wind field Flag 2. The profile shows the beach is 12.2 meters

wide. The dune is 6 meters wide by 1.3 ineters high, covered primarily with Ipomoea
pcs-caprae from base to crest. The wet/dry line is at the vegetation line.

Transect Cl is located 135 meters northwest of the 3 mile marker on North Kihei Road.

The profile shows the beach is 16.9 ineters wide. The gently sloping dune is 10.6

meters wide by 1.3 meters high. It is covered with Ipomoea pcs- caprae from base to

crest. The wet/dry line is 9.6 meters from the vegetation line.

Transect C2 is located 75 meters northwest of the 3 mile marker. Aa unpaved parking
area, 10 meters wide, lies between the road and the beach. The profile shows the

beach is 20 meters from mid-swash to the parallel dune fence. There is no dune and

no vegetation noted. The wet/dry line is 13 meters from the fence and 0.5 meters

lower in height.



Vegetation Transect Results for Control Area

Along the one hundred meter poiat intercept transect of the control area, alien

plants occurred 4196 of the tUne; native plants occurred 1596 of the time; and, sand

{denuded dune! occurred 4496 of the time  See Appendix: Vegetation Transect Data:

Control Area - Frequency of Plants and Denuded Dune!. Of the total number of plants

counted, alien plants occurred 7396 of the time and native plants occurred 2796 of the

time. Of the alien plants couated, 2396 occurred on top of the dune; 1796 occurred on

face of the dune scarp; aad,196 occurred at the base of the dune. Of the native plants

counted, 696 occurred on top of the dune; 796 occurred on the face of the dune scarp;

and, 296 occurred at the base of the dune  See Appendix: Vegetation Transect Data:

Control Area - Geomorphic Distribution of Plants!.

Revegetation Area Transect Results

Along the one hundred meter point intercept transect of a revegetation area, newly

cleared and re-planted by the KBDRP on May S, 1997, alien plants occurred 196 of the

time; native plants occurred 896 of the time. The replanted area  sand, but no plants!

occurred 796 of the time; a weed debris pile, placed by the KBDRP at an angle to the

wind to catch sand, occurred 396 of the time; and, sand  deauded dune or no dune at

all! occurred 8196 of the time  See Appendix: Vegetation Transect Data: Revegetation

Area � Frequeacy of Plants aad Denuded Dune!. Of the total number of plants

counted, alien plants occurred 8996 of the time and native plants occurred 1196 of the

time. Of the samples couated, 296 occurred on the crest of the dune; 1896 occurred on

the shoulder of the dune; 996 occurred on face of the dune scarp; 496 occurred at the

base of the dune; and, 6796 occurred on sand where there was no remaining dune, Of

the native piants counted, 8896 occurred on the shoulder of the dune; and, 1296

occurred at the base of the dune. Of the alien plants counted, 10096 occurred on the

face of the dune scarp {See Appendix: Vegetation Transect Data: Revegetation Area-

Geomorphic Distribution of Plants!.
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Wind Data Results

From May 25 to August 6, 1997, the wind was prirr arily 6796 northeast trade winds.

The following data is from July  See Appendix; Kealia Beach Wind Data Charts!.

Wind direction frequency recorded at the 2 meter mark with average wind speeds

were:

Flag 1- NE 7896, 8 mph and NW 2296, 7 mph

Flag 2- NW 6796, 9 mph; N 2296, 8 mph; and SW 1196, 4 mph

Flag 3- NW 6796, 8 mph; N 1196, 7 mph; NE 1196, 11 mph; and SW 1196, 4 mph

Flag 4- NW 6796, 8 mph; NE 1196, 14 mph; and SW 1196, 8.2 mph

Flag 5- NE 3396, 3 mph; SE 3396, 2 mph; S 2296, 4 mph; and N 1196, 2 mph

Surface wind direction  recorded at the 0 meter mark! were:

Flag 1- NE 6796; NW 2296; and N 1196

Flag 2- NW 5696; N 1196; NE 1196; SW 1196; and W 1196

Flag 3- NW 6796; SW 1196; W 1196; and S 1196

Flag 4- NW 4496; W 2296; SW 1196; NE 1196; and N 1196

Flag 5- NE 2296; SE 2296; S 1196; SW 1196; and NW 1196

At Flag 1, the dune is virtually nonexistent; surface wind direction mimicked 2 meter

wind direction, 7896 of the time  Fig. 1!.

At Flag 2, the dune is approximately 0.75 meters high. Surface wind direction

mimicked 2 meter wind direction only once, There was an average shift of 55' to the

west, 6796 of the time  Fig. 2!.

At Flag 3, the dune is approximately 1.3 meters high. Surface wind direction

mimicked 2 meter wind direction only once. There was an average shift of 39' to the

west, 7896 of the time  Fig. 3!.

At Flag 4 the dune is approximately 0.5 meters high. Surface wind direction

mimicked 2 meter wind direction, 4596 of the time. There was an average shift of 54'

to the west, 4496 of the time  Fig. 4!.

At Flag 5 the dune is over 2 meters high. Surface wind direction mimicked 2 meter

wind direction 2296 of the time. There was an 83' shift to the east, 2296 of the time; a

95' shift to the south, 2296 of the time; a 65' shift to the west, 2296 of the time  Fig. 5!.
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Discussion and Conclusion

This first set of beach profiles provides a baseline set of data. AII the dunes show

signs af ongoing deterioration. The dune at transect Al appears to have the largest

bulk: 9 meters wide by 1.8 meters high. However, it has a scarp taking up 439| of its

height, where erosion has taken its toll. Winter storms, rain and high wave events,

are expected to continue this erosion process.

The dune at transect A2 has the smallest bulk. The beach is separated from the road

by a dune 1.1 meter wide by 0.8 meters high with a scarp from base of dune to crest.

In early August, the parallel dune fence stood in 6 centimeters of water, when a

spring tide came to within 0.5 meters of the road  Fig. 6!. The USGS did a profile at

this same location in January 1997, labeled VKEA2.1. From January to July, the dune

remained the same width, lost 14 centimeters in height and gained 0.7 meters in at

the base of the dune scarp  See Appendix; Profile Comparison Graph of A2 and VKEA

2,1!. Near Transect A2, Rob Mullane planned for the parallel dune fence to jag at a

45' angle to the road and enter the beach for about 1.5 meters, thus mimicking a spur

fence. Here, there has been noticeable sand accretion, demonstrating the ability of a

spur fence to promote the formation of dunes in this area  Figs. 7, 8!. This new dune

should be planted as soon as possible, in keeping with the KBDRP restoration plan.

Akulikuli and akulikuli kai are already making their way out onto the new dune from

the scarp situated behind it.

Transects A3, A4, and AS have an average dune size of 5,9 meters wide by 1.4 meters

high. All three have scarps, taking up 4396 of the dune height, and show the wet!dry

line to be virtually at the base of the dune.

Between transects Bl and B3 there is one long scarp that scars the face of the dunes

along this stretch of beach. Transect Bl is the second largest dune profiled: 8.5

meters wide by 2.3 meters high. Its scarp takes up 8796 of its height. Transects 82

and B3 have dunes with scarps from base to crest.

Transects B4 and Cl have dunes free of scarps and covered with vegetation. At B4 the

wet/dry line com6s up to the vegetation line. Fortunately, the vegetation is

primarily Sesuvi urn portuiacastrum, a saltwater- tolerant plant  Fig. 2!.
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6. Ti>e dune at transect AZ ha» the smallest bulk,. The beach is»uparated from the road by a dune 1.1

meter wide hy 0." rnetets hi ~h with a scarp ftntn ha»e of dune to crest. In early August, the parallel dune

fence stood in 6 cenimeters of water when a spring tide came to within 1.5 meters of the road.



7, Approxlmatel> 4 meters l'rom Transcr! A'2  Wind l ield flag 4!, the parallel dune fence is aL a -'!5 angle

to the road and enters the beach for about 1.5 meters, thus v!imicking a spur fence. Along this portion of

the fence there has been noticeable sand accretion. This demonstrales the ability ol spur l'cr ces o

promote the formation of dunes in this area.

R. A close-up ol the parallel dune fence where it

rn  kes t! 43 artglc. Ktpplcs m the sant! tndlra i

reCent deposits of wind blown sand.



At transect C2 the beach fronts aa unpaved parking area. The profile shows the

beach is 20 meters from mid-swash to parallel dune fence line. No vegetation line is

noted. The wet/dry line is 13 meters from the fence and 0.5 meters lower in height.

Subsequent profiles will aid in documenting changes in the Kealia Beach coastal

system. The next set is scheduled for January 1998.

Until the parallel dune fence was installed, dune vegetation was being destroyed by

off-road vehicles driving on Kealia Beach. There is no "true" control vegetation

area; an area where off-road vehicles would be able to ride over the dunes and

vegetation as they had in the past. The vegetation control transect area chosen is

typical of Kealia Beach. Here and other locations along the beach, "Volunteers"

 vegetation, not planted but occurriag due to natural dispersion! can be found

growing on some of the dune scarp. The native plant species, Sesuvium

portulacastrum and IIMmoea pcs-caprae and the non-native, Batis mari tiJaa, provide

a measure of defense against wind and water erosion  Fig. 9, 10!.

The revegetation transect area is on Kealia Beach, proper; just inside the pedestrian

access at the northwest end of the parallel dune fence. Restoration work has only

just begun in this area. The bulk of the revegetation effort occurred within the

Kealia Poad outlet, behind the dunes at the northwest ead of Kealia Beach. However,

the revegetation transect area more closely resembles the control area and the rest

of Kealia Beach ia weather, water access, and geomorphic conditions than does the

ecosystem of the pond outlet  Fig. 11, 12!. On May 2, the aoa-natives, Batis Mari tima

and Cerichrus ciiiaris as well as much glass and garbage were removed from the area

which was approximately 15 meters long by 12 meters wide. Approximately 25 root

cuttiags of Ipomoea pcs-caprae were laid in shallow trenches on the dune; then,

covered with humus and sand  See Appendix: Revegetation Plan!. A sparse covering

of 10 Ipomoea pcs-caprae plants in 8 Eo 10 inch diameter clumps were evident in

July; however, aone occurred on the revegetation transect line. The rainy season

will enhance a more rapid return of vegetation whether the dune is simply weeded,

weeded and planted or a newly formed dune is planted for the first time.
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Certainly, more vegetation transects of Kealia Beach are in order. Specifically,

follow-ups of the two baseline transects, one of an area weeded to enhance existing

native growth, and one of the "new dune" formed by the fence near transect A2.

July is the only full month in which all the wind fieLd measurement parameters were

place. Changes in reference points and data collection heights for the purpose of

better data collection occurred through June. Wind data collection began in March

1997 by the US Fish & Wildlife Service. L took over responsibility for the collection of

wind data from May to August. On June 6, a decision was made by Anne Coppersrnith,

Rob Mullane and myself to change the reference point for Flag 1, due to its proximity

to the Na Hui Pookela Canoe Club operations. The new reference point for Flag 1 was

moved to the 3 mile marker, on the southeast end of North Kihei Road, approximately

80 meters northwest of the original Flag 1. Also, originally, data collection height

was not specified. On June Z5, 1997, a decision was made to document wind speed and

direction at the 0 meter  beach surface! and 2 meter height. This was based on wind

observations by KBDRP members, Forest Starr and Kim Martz regarding the

differences between the prevailing wind and direction of sand movement at various

areas along Kealia Beach.

According to the July data, there appears to be a connection between the height of

the dunes and the deflection of wind at the beach surface; the higher the dune, to a

certain point, the greater the deflection. Low or missing dunes at Kealia Beach are

the result of cuts created by off-vehicles, in the past. At Flag 1, the dune is !ess than

0.5 meters high. During trade wind days, the surface wind data mimicked the 2 meter

height data 7196 of the time; sand was being blown off the beach, into the ocean.

At Flag 4, the dune is 0.5 meters high. During trade wind days, the surface wind data

mimicked the 2 meter data 4396 of the time. However, 4496 of the time the wind was

being deflected down the beach from the northwest.

At Flags 2 and 3, the dune is not so eroded: 0.75 and 1.3 meters high. During trade

wind days, sand was being blown down the beach from the northwest 7196 of the

ume. Spur fences to trap the sand would be indicated at these two sites.



At Flag S, the dunes are over 2 meters high. The wind data for both 2 meter and 0

meter height was always "variable"  swirling, gusting fram one direction, then the

opposite direction!, even during trade wind days. The data does not clearly point to

the use or avoidance of spur fences in this location.

On the whole, the wind data suggests the installation of spur fences will promote the

formation of dunes along Kealia Beach, providing there is enough dune or other

barrier to cause deflection of wind at the sand surface. The date and placement of

spur fence installations is currently scheduled for early 1998; after turtle nesting

and hatchling migrations are over, and after the effects of winter storms on Keaiia

Beach have been assessed. The orientation and 1ength of the spurs will depend on

the width of the beach and the wind data collected to that point. Continued wind

monitoring will be needed to evaluate the positioning of each spur fence during the

winter and summer seasons.

The parallel dune fence, instaQed in May 1997 has apparently been a success with

regards to nesting-turtle containment, despite the fact that the turtle barriers

 boulders! at the pedestrian access points were not in place until mid-July. Twice,

tracks indicated the turtle veered away from the para11el fence after coming right up

to it; one set indicated a turtle exited through the pedestrian access, made a fuU circle,

and returned through the access to Kealia Beach  before barriers were in place!.

June I., was the last date off-road vehicle tracks were noted on Kealia Beach and there

have been no reports of turtle casualties on North Kihei Road.

Over the next century, natural sea level rise may take its toll on Kealia Beach, no

matter which restoration measures are pursued. ln the mean time, utilization of our

two renewable resources, wind and native plants, may make a big difference to this

nesting beach of the hawksbill sea turtle, With regard to dune restoration, wind data

collected to date indicates spur fencing would be appropriate in certain areas.

However, the wind data collected to date gives only a partial picture of what occurs

during a fuU year at Kealia Beach. Harnessing the wind and nearing it work to the

benefit of the KBDRP will be an ongoing challenge. Continued documentation will be

necessary to facilitate the success of a spur fence effort.
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At this point, saving what dunes remain on Kealia Beach is a priority of the KBDRP.

Where the salt-tolerant natives, Ipomoea pes-caprae aad Sesuvium portulacastrum

exist on KeaHa Beach, they thrive and defend their dune rigorously against the sea.

The restoration effort has combined the removal of aggressive, damaging alien

plants, with the seeding, plaatiag, and nurturing of native species. The species

chosen by the KBDRP already exist oa the the beach and in the Kealia Pond Wildlife

Refuge. The plant resources are availabie and already acclimated to the specific

environment of Kealia Beach. The results of hundreds of rnanhours of work done at

the Kealia Pond Outlet, behind the dunes, can be seen aad are being documented by

the KBDRP. The expansion of the revegetation effort to Kealia Beach, proper, is just

beginning. The date aad placemeat of spur fence installation is currently scheduled

for early 1998, after turtle nesting aad hatchling migrations are over, and after the

effects of winter storms on Kealia Beach have been assessed. Continued monitoring;

beach profiles, multiple vegetation transects, and wind data collection will prove

invaluable in attempts at saving this and similar coastal habitats.



Evaluation of learning

This fellowship project required an immersion course in the processing of beach

profiles, vegetation transects, and wind data. This meant learning the language and

methodology for each science as weO as how they inter-relate in terms of the big

picture, The Kealia Beach Dune Restoration Project Assessment. Processing and

interpreting the data opened a whole Pandora's box of fears and angst about S & M

 science and math!. With Rob Mullane's help, I was able to grasp the basics of beach

profiling and the ins and outs of the USGS graphing software, SigmaPlot. At first, the

amount of number crunching was staggering. Some of the methodology for

collecting vegetation and wind data was familiar to me, but I had never actually

performed the techniques as part of a larger project. Because I chose to work on my

own much of the time and without supervision, I developed the habit of re-inventing

the wheeL I have at least four wheels in my possession now, made of rock and not

that refined, yet. My math editor", Kate Acks can attest to that. I am inspired to

continue my studies in natural science and illustration. Thank you ail very much for

helping me to learn by doing.
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Kealia Beach Profile Worksheets

Transects:

Al

A4

82

B3

C1
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Kealia Beach Profile Data Worksheet

Profiled 07/09/97Beach Transect Al

Z m!
-0.026

0,000
-0.047

0.002
-0.019
-0.061

-0.096

0.499
0.741
1.270
1.078
0.250

-0,535
-0.656
-0.844

-0,871
-1.520
-1.588
-1,591
-1.833

-2.147

-2.304

-2.408

-2.872

-3.144
4.487
-3.515
Q.742

-3.664

-3.867

-4.530

-4.767

R/S � Rock  sining on sand!
S/R � Sand  sitting on rock!
BR � Berm

EOL � End of Line  transect!

BRP � Back Reference Point
FRP � Front Reference Poirri
SRP -- Side Reference Point
SOt -- Start at Une  transect!
TS -- Top of Scarp
DS � Dune Scarp
BS � Base of Scarp
VL -- Vegetation Line

DC -- Dune Crest
WD � Wet/ Dty Line
BC � Berm Crest

kS -- High Swash
S � Sand
M S9:58 � Mid-swash at 9:58 a.m.
TB- Toeof Beach

R ~ - Rock

PT.f X m!
999 -16.330

988 0.000
989 -9.211
991 -13.102
150 0.407
151 -9.838
152 -10.568
153 -11.338
154 -12,591

155 -16.272

156 -17.271
157 -17.480

158 -19.542
159 -23.388
160 -28.191
161 -28.821
162 -33.982
163 -37.373
164 -38,029
165 -40,201
166 -43.219
167 -45.943
168 -48.210
169 -55.200
170 -56.491
171 -64.409
172 -65.214

l 73 -70.636
174 -78.034

175 -90.853
176 -101.737
177 -105.417

Y m!
-86,910

0.000
0.000

-54.830

-0.120

0.077
0.089
0.272
0.202

0.303
0.522

0.480

0.031

0.335

0.054
0.309
0,458
0.413

0,438
0,436
0.522

0.586
0.688

0.287
0.442
1.040
1.247

1.195

l.522

2.297

1.451

0,583

TIME * COMMENTS '
GEODIMETER. LOCATION
BRPl.MEDIAN
FRP1.MEDIAN
S FRP2. MEDIAN

102147 SOL. VKEA.A1/MAUKA. ROAD
102222 MAKAI. ROAD
102237 BACK,OF. DUNE
102253

102310
102350 DC
102402 TS
102418 BS/t OP.ACTIVE. DUNE
102448 BASE, ACTIVE. DUNE
102504

102535 WD
102553 BC
102614 S

102631 S
102641 BR
102659 HS/BR
102721 MS/S
102744

102815 TB
102842
102902 R

102933 R
102949 S
103014 R/S
103038 R

103»2 R

103203 S

103233 EOL,VKEA,Al



Kealia Beach

Kealia Beach Transect A2 Profiled 07/09/97

Z m!
-0,049

0.000
-0.021
-0,033
1,761

1.735

0.560
1.029

0.233
0.138

-0.194
-0.636
-0.605

-0.573
-0.777

-0.843
-1.318

-1,701

-1.809
-2.076
-2.177

-2.330

-2.445

-2.858

-3.175
-3.399

-3.890
-3,480
-3,457
-3,844

-3.904

-4.859

-4,102

-4.310
-4.980
-5.81 9
-6.352

-7.477

TIME * COMMENTS
GEODIMETER. LOCATION
BRP2.MEDIAN
FRP2.MEDIAN
SRP2.1. MEDIAN

094811 SOLVKEA.A2/MAUKA,ROAD
0951 30 MAKAI.ROAD
095240 AT. MILE. MARKER
095316 TS
095329 BSNL
095351 DC
095409
095423

095435 WD/MA VKA.S IDE. OF. FENCE
095548
095626
095650 BC
095706
095724 BR
095742 HS
095757 S
095820 MS9:58
095839
095913 TB
095934
095949 R
100023 R/S
100102 R

100215 S
100246 S/R
100305 S
100333 R
100435 S
100523 R
10IXI03 S

100649 R/S
1CQK3 S
100845 S
101 101 S/EOL.VKEA.A2

PT.f X m!

134 -104.997
135 -110.888
136 -114.340
137 -129.042
138 -150.293
139 -165.737
140 -189.810

999

992

991
990
100
107
109
110

111

112

113

114

115

116
117

118
119

120

121

122

123

124

125
126
127

128

129

130
13'I

132
133

-11,151

0.000

-9.583
-0.395

0.192
-10.053
-11.CI40
->1,916
-12.222

-12.883

-13.820

-15.122

-15.897

-16.321

-23.684
-25.900
-31.558
-35.594
-36.883
-38.602

-39.909
-42 297

-45,075

-50.882
-52.975
-59.517
-69.974

-73.838

-79.621

-85.201

-92.783

Y m!
-32.204

0.000
0.000

-22.870
-0.1 13

0.055
0,034
0.123
0.091

-0.016
-0.086
-0,160
0.119
0.115
0.891

0.853

0.703
0.615
0.798
0.775
0.934

0 582
1.085
0.837
0.578
1.176

-0.019
-0.043
-0.771

-1.539

-2.461

0.330
0.483
0.748
0.189

2.600

6.145

11.601

Profile Data Worksheet



Kealia Beach Prafile Data Worksheet
Profited 07/09/97

9/97

Y m! Z m!
35.639 -0.238
0,000 0.009
0.000 0.000

-63.851 -0.028
-63.902 0.013

-1 16.791 0.012
-1 16.652 -0.085
0.032 -0.023
0.104 -0.020
0.122 0.005
0.078 0.323
0.161 0.478
0.192 0.499
0.095 0.009
0.120 -0,247
0.332 -0.454
0, f 34 -0.729

-0.174 -0.955
-0.080 -'I.123
0.348 -1.484

-0.211 -1.666
0.276 -1.678
0.147 -2.096

-0.158 -2.267
0.075 -2.669
0.046 -2.951

-0.900 -3.266
-0.157 -3.818
-2.287 -3.772
-2.290 -3.644
-1.828 -3.914
0.854 -4.168
0.169 -4,508
-0.062 -4.163

Kealia Beach Transect A3

KEA.A3 07/0
PT,4 X m!
999 -10.458
998 -9.281
997 0.000
996 0.127
995 -8.831
994 -8.946
993 0.330
72 0.338
73 -9.998
74 -10.365
75 -10.763
76 -ff.346
77 -11.954
78 -12.221
79 -12.846
80 -1 4.344
81 -16.087
82 -19.936
83 -22.683
84 -26.928
85 -29.301
86 -29.847
87 -33,299
88 -35.785
89 -43.827
90 -45.667
9f -55,449
92 -71.470
93 -77.833
94 -78.389
95 -81.462
96 -88.209
97 -93.739
98 -107.087

TIME * COMMENTS *
GEODIMETER.LOCATION
FRP3. MEDIAN
BRP3. MEDIAN
BRP4.MEDIAN
FRP4.MEDIAN
FRP5,MEDIAN
BRPS.MEDIAN

093117 SOL.VKEA.A3/MAUKA. ROAD
093134 MAKAI. ROAD
093145 BASE. OF. DUNE
093158 TOP.OF. DUNE
093209 DC
093222 TOP.DUNE. SCARP
093235 VL/BS/TOP.ACTIVE. DUNE
093254 FENCE. LINE
093313 LOWER. DUNE.CR EST
093330 BASE. OF. DUNE
093406 WD
093425
093441

093500 HS/EDGE. OF,BR
093514 BR
093535 MS9:35
093555 TB/S
093630 R
093645 R
093715 R
093800 R
093824 R
093837 S
093857 R
094023 S
094054 S/R
094127 EOL.VKEA.A3



Kealla Beach Transect A4 Profiled 07/09/97

PT,¹ X m!
999 -10.018
998 -9.045
997 0.236
996 0.000
995 -8.958
994 -9,375
993 -0.098
44 0.662
45 -9.380
46 -10.384
47 -10.777

48 -10.996
49 -11.268
50 -11.644
51 -12.348
52 -13.559
53 -15.107
54 -15.700
55 -17.336
56 -21,680
57 -24.497
58 -24,762
59 -26.574

60 -28.185
61 -30.394
62 -33.541
63 -37.651
64 -45,110
65 -53.246
66 -55.'I 49

67 -62.129
68 -69.61 8
69 -80.332
70 -97,020

Keaiia Beach Profile Data Worksheet

TIME ' COMMENTS
GEODIMETER. LOCATION
FRP3. MEDIAN
BRP3.MEDIAN
BRP4.MEDIAN
FRP4. MEDIAN
FRP5.MEDIAN
BR P5. MEDIAN

091302 SOLVKEA.A4/MAUKA. ROAD
091326 MAKAI. ROAD
091347 SHOULDER. OF. DUNE
091400 BACK, OF. DUNE
091422 DC

091440 TS/TOP. DUNE, SCARP
091502 BS/TOP.ACTIVE.SAND. DUNE
091606 MID. DUNE
091638 VL
091703 FENCE. LINE
091748 DC

091802 WD/BASE. OF, DUNE
091828
091858 S
091917 BR
091934 BR.CREST
092001 HS
092028 MS
092050
092127 TB
092209 R/S
092236 R/S
092255 R/S
092320 R/S
092344 R/S
092410 R
092447 R/EOL VKEA. A4

Y m! Z m!
99.548 -0.210

63.903 0.037
63.850 0.028
0.000 0.000
0.000 0.041

-52.888 0.040
-52.802 -0.057

-0.090 -0.047
-0,109 0.043
-0.050 0.067
-0.047 0.248
-0.023 0,477
-0.000 0.419
-0.018 -0.151
0.265 -0.455
0.060 -0.472

-0.276 -0.735
0,201 -0.574
0.019 -0.934
0.064 -1.360

-0.018 -1.492
-0.030 -1.488
0.154 -1.444
-0.130 -1.753
-0.353 -1.926
-0.270 -2.276
-0.328 -2.505
-0.917 -3.005
-1.459 -3.393
-1.710 -3.697
-1.338 -3.744
-0.948 -3.422
-1.503 -3.610
-0.177 -3.921



Kealia Beach Transect A5 Profiled 07/09/97

57

PT.¹ X m!
999 -8.507
998 -7.864
997 1.416
996 0.588
995 -8,370
994 -9.278
993 0.000
18 0.680
19 -9.765
20 -10.373
21 -10.930
22 -11.504
23 -12.383
24 -12.507
25 -12.961
26 -13.833
27 -15.480
28 -19.402
29 -24.682
30 -29.519
31 -30.542
32 -30.879
33 -33.745
34 -35,660
35 -41.237
36 -44.521
37 -50.851
38 -57.217
39 -58.703
40 -70.529
41 -86.922
42 -107.829

Kealia Beach Profile Data Worksheet

Y m! Z m! TIME COMMENTS *
152.435 -0.152 GEODIMETER.LOCATION
I 16.783 0.095 FRP3.MEDIAN
116.644 0.085 BRP3.MEDIAN
52.798 0.057 BRP4.MEDIAN
52.881 0.098 FRP4.MEDIAN
0,000 0.097 FRP5.MEDIAN
0.000 0.000 BRP5.MEDIAN

-0.018 -0.054 085024SOL VKEA.A5/LANDWARD. EDGE. ROAD
-0.069 0.067 085104 SEAWARD. EDGE.ROAD
-0.043 0,070 085123 BACK. BASE. OF. DUNE
-0.103 0.434 085136
-0.041 0,852 085158 DC
-0,092 0.674 085443 DS/VL
-0.081 0,251 085515 MID.SCARP/ACTIVE. SAND, DUNE
-0.129 -0.030 085548 LOWER. MID. SCARP
-0.095 -0.360 085642 F ENCE. LINE/MIO.ACTIVE.DUNE
0.188 -0.822 085758 WO/BASE. ACTIVE. SANO.DUN
0.227 -1.137 085I949
0.197 -1 .462 085906
-0.593 -1.662 085934 HS
0.754 -1.718 085956 MS/S
0.854 -1.705 090012 BR
1.084 -1.969 090042 S/R
0.859 -2.179 0901 04 TB
0.619 -2.527 09G1 27 S/R
0,132 -2.621 0901 43 S
0.446 -2.979 090205 R

-0.612 -3.332 090303
-0.759 -3.525 090326 R
-1.181 -3.777 0904I33 R
-1.715 -3.694 090453 S/R
-2.378 -4.093 09Xi40 R/EOL. VKEA,A5



Kealia Beach Profile Data Worksheet

Keaiia Beach Transect Bf Profiled 07/09/97

Y m!
-139.673

0.000
0.000

-96.128
-96.189

0.036 -0
0.192 0

-0.171 0

CATION

UKA.ROAD

PT.4 X m!
999 -14.432
998 0.000
997 -9.424
995 -0,418
996 -9.958
1 0.265

8 -10.180
9 -11.171
10 -12.256
11 -1 2.845
12 -13.961
13 -16.480

14 -19,688
15 -23.979
16 -28.325
17 -29.868
18 -32.758
19 -36.022
20 -39.597
21 -42.497
22 -46.149
24 -58.525
25 -59.541
26 -61.831
27 -72.850
28 -81.955
29 -86.990
30 -103.864
31 -123.965
32 -126.312

33 -132.716

0.109

0.347
0.376
0.132
0.168
0.220

0.408

0.256

0.096
0.494

0.419
0.485
0.931
0.579

0.799

1.818

0.916

-0.485

1.822
4.207
1.369
2.361

4.035

TIME COMMENTS
GEODIMETER. LO
BRP1.MEDIAN
FRP1. MEDIAN
SBRP2.MEDIAN
S FRP2. MED I AN

110229 SOL.VKEA.B1/MA
110500 MAKAI.ROAD
110513 HASE. OF. DUNE
110532 DC
110553

110650

11071 7 FENCE, LINE
110813 VL
110834
110904
110919 BC
110934 WD

110954 HS
111034 M

111057

111132 TB
111238 R
111256 S
111316

111353 R/S
111431 S

111500 R

111540 R

111655 R
111728 S
111751 EOL.VKEA. Bf

Z m!
0.627

0.000
0.092
0.168
0.127

.038

.037

.077

0.719
0.594

0,409
0,404

-1.618
-1.852
-1.874

-1.934

-2.420

-2.929

-3.366

-3.61 8
-3.797
-4.674
-4.81 0

-4.733

-5.031

-5.097

-5.055

-5.369
-4,582
-4.771

-4,785



Kealia Beach Prafiie Data Warksheet

Kealia Beach Transect 82 Profiled 07/09/97

 m!
0.458

-0.168

-0.076

0.000

-0.041

-3.982

-3.779

-3,374
-3.175

-3.069
-2.917
-2.913

-3.933

-3,723
-3.514

-3.306

-3.471
-3.465
-3.305
-3.082
-3.234
-3.150

-2.969

-2,536

-2.351

-2.083
-1.672
-0.863
-0.562
-0.343

-0.256
-0.102

0.298
0.658
0.631
0.459

0.011

-0.060

0.015

0.337

PT.f X m!
999 -14.292

998 1.032
997 -8.392

995 0.000
996 -9.541

34 -124.474
35 -119.173
36 -109.539
37 -102.990
38 -99,458
39 -97.525
40 -87.089

41 -80.555

42 -73.376

43 -70.432

44 -63.720
45 -62.055
46 -58.752
47 -58.275

48 -56.548
49 -54.887
50 -51.043

51 -50.355

52 -45.042
53 -41.784
54 -39.516
55 -36.272
56 -27.470
57 -23,564
58 -21,207

59 -16.331

60 -14.871
61 -14. 141
62 -13.369
63 -13.085

64 -11.623

65 -11.194
66 -10.162
73 0.217
74 2.983

Y m! Z
-43.455

96,123
96.183

0.000
0.000

-5.606

0.104
0.894
1.411

l.41 1

1,662

0,445

0.203

0.558

1.103

0.894

1.245
-0.599
-0.583
-0.212

0,321

0,459

0,340

0.018
0.195
0.128

-0.209
-0.029
0.106

0.290

0.417

0.021

-0.066
0.011
0.094
0.051

0.115

0.01 9

0.039

a.O15

TIME COMMENTS "

GEODIMETER, LOCATION
SBRP1, MEDIAN
SFRP1.MEDIAN
BRP2.MEDIAN
FRP2.MEDIAN

112159 EOL VKEA. B2
112229 S
112308 S
112336 S
112406 S

112423 R/S
112459 S
112600 R

112628 S/R
112646 S
112724 S
112739, R
112802 R
112818 S
112833
112847 R

112907 S

112922 S

112941 TB/S
113004 LS

113022 MS
113045 HS
113110
113129 WD

113146 BC
113211 VL

113229 BS

113245 MID. SCARP

113303
113316 DC/FENCE. LINE
113425 TOP. MAUKA.SCARP
113439 BASE. OF. DUNE
113451 MAKAI. ROAD

113735

113757 SOL.VKEA. B2



Keaiia Beach Transect B3 Profiied 07/09/97

Y rn! Z rn! TIME COMMENTS *
16.754 0,374 GEODIMETER.LOCATION
0.000 0.000 BR P3. MEDIAN
0.000 -0.184 FRP3. MED IAN
-47.187 1.274 SRP. MEDIAN

0.056 -0.020 114035 SOLVKEA.B3
0.044 -0.207 114322
0.059 -0.224 114336

-0.041 -0.106 114348 BS
-0.200 0.313 l 14403 TS
-0.130 0.276 11441 7 POST
-0.238 0.428 114439
-0.037 -0.083 114459
-0.058 -0.475 114600 VL
-0.070 -0.688 114625 WD

0,304 -0.962 114641

0.174 -1.244 114659

-0.535 -1.798 114744 HS
-0.635 -2.236 114759 MS
-0.514 -2.505 114822
-0.007 -2.645 114849 TB
4.773 -2.936 114907

-1.215 -3,351 114929 S
-3.248 -3.938 115026 S

-2.962 -4.270 115056 S
-2.552 -4.739 115210 S

-2.701 -4.946 115246 SR
-4.928 -5.286 115335 S
-4.795 -5.787 115433
-5.891 -6.125 115506

-7,864 -6.574 115557 EOL.VKEA.B3

PT.¹ X m!
999 -12,454
994 0.000

993 -9,959

992 -15,397
75 0.297

82 -10.214

83 -10.673
84 -11.219

85 -11.586
86 -12.168
87 -13.058
88 -14.460

89 -19.994

90 -21.602

91 -25,104

92 -28.982

93 -34.982
94 -38.329
95 -40,647
96 -43.220
97 -48,585

98 -54.312

99 -65.186

100 -75.532

101 -93.030

102 -101.293
103 -117.431
104 -134.393
105 -146.042

106 -165,900

Kealia Beach Profile Data Worksheet



Kealia Beach Profile Data Worksheet

Kealia Beach Transect B4 Profiled 07/09/97

X m!
-15.164

0.000

-9.266
-11.502

999

990

991
993
107 -128.429
108 -120.214
109 -110.896

S6

110

111

112

113

115

116

117

118
119
120

121

122

123

124

125

126
127

128
129

136

137

138

-98.680

-86.157
-72.805

-59.580

-49.303

-42.290

-39.561
-37.527
-36.118
-33.034

-29.663
-25.492

-21.336

-16.408

-15.270

-13.478
-11.044
-10.708
-9.989

0.333

2.480

3.137

Y m! Z m!
58.304 0.387
0.000 0.000
0.000 -0.145

41.766 -0.170
-0.849 -5.637
-2.591 -5.471
-1,540 -5.210

-1,245 -4.890
-1.381 -4.537

-0.348 -4,188

-0.535 -3.662
-0.304 -2.978

-0.777 -2.572

0.029 -2.392
-0,127 -2.144
-0.113 -1.930
-0.294 -1.490
-0.258 -1.119

-0.043 -0,833

-0.260 -0.418

-0.282 0,152

-0.094 0.424

0.127 0.936
0.140 0.127
0.075 -0.198

-0.006 4.180
-0.043 -0,039

-0.151 -0.041

-0.147 0,242

TIME COMMENTS
G EODIMETER. LOCATION
BR P4. MEDIAN

FRP4.MEDIAN
SFR P3. MED I AN

120037 S.EOLVKEA.B4
120110
120143 S
120217
120253

120343
120450 S

120535

120557 TB

120616

120631 MS
120647
120714
120734 WD

120751
120807 VL

120833

120848 FENCELINE MAKAI!
120938 DC
120957 MAUKA.SCARP
121 009 BASE. MAUKA.SCARP

121026 MAKAI. ROAD
121 308 MAUKA. ROAD

121320 BASE. OF. DUNE
121335SOL VKEA. B4/TOP. MAUKA. DUNE. BAS



Kealia Beach Profile Data Worksheet

Kealia Beach Transect C1 Profiled 07/09/97

X rn!
999
998
997
996
995

100

101

102

103

104

105

106
107

108
109

110

111

112

113

114

115
116

117

118

119

120

121

122

123
124
125

126

127

128

129

13.826

-9.765
4.127
0,000

-9.368

111.083
97,887
89.407
84,197

75,326

68.394
56.903

56.045
51.555
45.709
43.815
37.737

33.924

30.904

29.260
28.408
25.083
21.713
17,899
14,510

12.028

11.011

9.422

7.291
6.074
4.144

2.656

2.110

0.628

0.016

Y m! Z m!
28.158 -3.342

52.255 -2.940
52.230 -3.069
0.000 -3.188
0.000 -3.233
-4.281 -8.218

-2.489 -7.71 2
-2.776 -7.494
-2,531 -7.244
-2.422 -7.011
-2.41 8 -7.092
-2.102 -6,947
-2.139 -6.893
-1.362 -6.598
-1.147 -6,470
-1,151 -6.137
-0.911 -5.704
-0.662 -5.524
-0.403 -5,232
-0.246 -5.001
-0.496 -4.865
-0.333 -4.334
-0.372 -3.865
-0.201 -3.719
0.038 -3.406
0.164 -3.074

-0.072 -2.994
0.821 -2.985
0.158 -3.078
0.141 -2.966
1.620 -2.655
-0.015 -2.842
-0.143 -3.256
-0.023 4.219
0.005 -3.192

TIME COMMENTS *
GEODIMETER. LOCATION
BRP.C2. MEDIAN
FRP,C2. MEDIAN
FRP.C1. MEDIAN
BRP.Cl, MEDIAN

074538 EOLVKEA.C1/S
074623 S
074650 S
074721 S/R
074829 R
074849 R
074919 R
074932 S
075002 R/S
075027 R/S
075043 S
075108
0751 24 TB
075141

075204 MS7:52
075224 HS
075318

075332 WD/BC
075354 HIGHTIDE. LINE
075557 VL

075612 DC SMALL!
075626
075857
075913

075934 BASE, DUNE, SCARP
DC

080037
080105 BACK. BASE. OF. DUNE
080124 SEAWARD. EDGE. ROAD
080148 SOL VKEA.C1 ON. FRP!



Kealia Beach ProfiLe Data Worksheet

Keaiia Beach Transect C2

PT.t X  m! Y m! Z m!
999 -23,653 24.035 -2.171
998 0,000 0.000 -1.769
997 -9.637 0,000 -1,898
996 -9,901 52.229 -2.017
995 -0. 533 52.254 -2.062
6 -10.381 0,038 -1.991
7 -15.105 -0.1 1 0 -2.031
B -21.285 -0,128 -2.421
9 -22.396 -0.002 -2.515
10 -24.970 -0.059 -2.641
11 -28.064 0.017 -2.689
1 2 -31.313 0.322 -2.706
13 -35.136 0.178 -2.985
14 -38.310 0.356 -3.372
1 5 -39.904 0.450 -3.597
f 6 -41.816 0,610 -3.885
17 -43,938 0.646 -4.152
18 -47.524 0.789 -4.406
19 -57.658 0.455 -4.985
20 -68.203 0.843 -5.510
21 -74.512 0.066 -6.017
22 -75.032 0.187 -6.034
23 -81.404 0,898 -6.132
24 -95.639 0.787 -5.883
25 -108.422 1,814 %.557

Profiled 07/09/97

TIME * COMMENTS *

GEODIMETER. LOCATION
BRP.C2. MEDIAN

FRP.C2. MEDIAN

FRP. C1. MEDIAN
BRP.C1,MEDIAN

073128 SOLVKEA.C2 MAKAI. EDGE.RD!
073152 MIDDLE. PARKING. AREA
073206 LANDWARD. SIDE. FENCE

073238
073252
073305
073333
073406 WD
073434
073453 HS
073521 MS7:35
073706 LOW.SWASH
073739 T8
073803
073830
073934 S
073945 R

074020 R

074121 R
074153 EOL. VKEA.C2/R



Kealia Beach Profile Graphs

Transects:

Al

A2 and VKEA 2.1 Comparison

A4

Bl

B3
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Kealia Seach Profile Comparison A 7/ / 7 n VKEA .1 01/11/ 7
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Kealia Beach B1 07/09/97
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KEALIA BEACH VEGETATlON TRANSECT DATA

Control Area

Meter Substance Geomor halo

Top of dune

Top of duneSand

Top of dune

C~j illIgP'.' Top of dune

Wiiliaxh Top of dune

Top of dune

Top of dune

Scarp of dune

Base of dune - Wet/Dry lineSand

Base of dune - Wet/Dry line10

Sand Scarp of dune

Base of dune - Wet/Dry line12 Sand

Base of dune - Wet/Dry iine13 Sand

Base of dune - Wet/Dry line14 Sand

Scarp of dune15 Sand

16 Scarp of dune

Base of dune - Wet/Dry line

Base of dune - Wet/Dry line18

Base of dune - Wet/Dry line19 Sand

Coral rubble - Wet/Dry lineSand

Base of dune - Wet/D line21

72

August 2, 1997

Reference Point: Defunct navigational marker located at vehicle turn-off between mile

marker 2 and mile marker 3 on North Kihei Road

Starting point: 5 meters from the defunct navigational marker at a heading of 190 SSW
Direction: Proceeding at a heading of 315' NNW

Length: 100 meters

Interval sampling points: 1 meter  Data sampling begins at meter 1!



KEALIA BEACH VEGETATION TRANSECT DATA

Coatrol Area

August 2, 1997

Geo mor holaSubstanceMeter

Base of dune - Wet/Dry line22

Base of dune - Wet/Dry lineSand

Base of dune - Wet/Dry lineSand24

Base of dune - Wet/Dry lineSand

Base of dune - Wet/Dry lineSand26

Base of dune - Wet/Dry lineSand27

Scarp of dune28

Top of dune

Top of dune

Top of dune

Top of dune

31

32

Scarp of dune

Scarp of dune

Scarp of dune

Scarp of dune

35

Scarg of dune37

Scarp of duaeSand38

Scarp of dune39

Scarp of duneSand

Top of dune

To of dune

Sand41

Sand

73

Reference Point: Defuact navigational marker located at vehicle turn-off between mile

marker 2 and mile marker 3 on North Kihei Road

Starting point: 5 meters from the defunct navigational marker at a heading of 190' SSW
Direction: Proceeding at a heading of 315 NNW

Length: 100 meters

interval sampling points: 1 meter  Data sampling begins at meter 1!



KEALIA BEACH VEGETATION TRANSECT DATA
Contro1 Area

SubstanceMeter Geomor holo

Sand Top of dune

Scarp of dune

Top of duneSand45

Sand Top of dune

Sand Top of dune

Top of dune

Top of dune

Top of dune

Base of dune

Base of dune

Sand51

Base of dune53

Base of dune

Base of duneSand55

Base of duneSand

Base of duneSand57

Top of dune

Top of dune

58

59

Scarp of dune

Scarp of dune61

Scary of dune62

Sc of dune

August 2, 1997

Reference Point: Defunct navigational marker located at vehicle turn-off between mile
marker 2 and mile marker 3 on North Kihei Road

Starting point: 5 meters from the defunct navigational marker at a heading of 190' SSW
Direction: Proceeding at a heading of 315' NNW
Length: 100 meters

Interval sampling points: 1 meter  Data sampling begins at meter 1!



KEAI.IA BEACH VEGETATION TRANSECT DATA
Control Area

Meter Substance Geomor holo

Scary of dune

Scarp of dune

Scarp of dune

67 Scary of dune

Scarp of dune

Scary of dune

Scary of dune

Scarp of dune

Sand

70

71

C .-N4X Scarp of dune

73 Scarp of dune

Scary of duneSand74

75 Sand Scarp of dune

76 Sand Scarp of dune

Scary of duneSand

78 Scarp of dune

Sand Scarp of dune

Scary of duneSand

81 Scarp of dune

82 Sand Scarp of dune

Scary of dune

Scarp of duneSand

75

August 2, 1997

Reference Point: Defunct navigational marker located at vehicle turn-off between mile
marker 2 and mile marker 3 on North Kihei Road

Starting point: 5 meters from the defunct navigational marker at a heading of 190 SSW
Direction: Proceeding at a heading of 315' NNW
Length: 100 meters

Interval sampling points: 1 meter  Data sampling begins at meter 1!



KEALIA BEACH VEGETATION TRANSECT DATA
Control Area

Meter Substance Geornor bolo

Sand Base of dune

Base of dune

87 Base of dune

Top of dune

Top of dune

Top of dune

Top of dune91 G ~au~

Top of dune92

Top of dune93

Top of dune6 «ilia,ua

Top of dune

Top of dune

Top of dune

Top of dune

Top of duneilMXL'i .

Top of dune

76

August 2, 1997

Reference Point: Defunct navigational marker located at vehicle turn-off beoveen mile
marker 2 and mile marker 3 on North Kihei Road

Starting point: 5 meters from the defunct navigational marker at a heading of 190' SSW
Direction: Proceeding at a heading of 315' NNW
Length: 100 meters

Interval sampUng points: 1 meter  Data sampling begins at meter 1!



VEGETATION TRANSECT DATA

Control Area

August 2, 1997

Frequency of Native and Alien Plants and Denuded Dune

Reference Point: Defunct navigational marker located at vehicle turn-off between mile
marker 2 and mile marker 3 on North Kihei Road

Starting point: 5 meters from the defunct navigational marker at a heading of 190' SSW
 This point is currently maim of the parallel dune fence.!

Direction: Proceeding at a heading of 315' NNW
Length: 100 meters

Interval sampling points: 1 meter intervals along the transect line

Sample Percent of Percent of
Point-interval Sampling Count Total Plants Total Sampling

41 7396Alien plant species 4 196

33 5996 3396

2 79615 1596Native plant species

1696

096Sand  Denuded Dune! 44

1009610096100Totals
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VEGETATION TRANSECT DATA

Control Area

August 2, 1997

Geomorphic Distribution of Samples

Reference Point: Defunct navigational marker

Starting point: 5 meters from the defunct navigational marker at a heading of 190' SSW
Direction: Proceeding at a heading of 315' NNW

Length: 100 meters

Interval sampling points: 1 meter intervals along the transect line

Point-interval
Sampling

Alien plant species:

096

096 096

1996 1496 096 096 096

Total
Alien plant species 2396 1796 096

Native plant species:

096Ipomoea pes-caprae

Pluchea indica

096

096 096 096

Sesuvium portulacastrum 396
Total
Native plant species 696

096 096 096

096

1596Sand  No ve etation! 696 1596

Atriplex suberecta

Batis maritima

Cenchrus Ciliaris

Percent Percent Percent Percent on Percent
at Top on at Base Coral Rubble at Base

of Dune Scarp of of Dune Wet/Dry Line of Dune



KZAI,IA BEACH VEGETATION TRANSECT

Revegetation Area

August 2, 1997

Geomor boloSubstanceMeter

Shoulder of dune

Shoulder of dune

No duneSand

Sand No dune

Sand No dune

No dune

No dune

Sand

Sand

KBDRP weeded debris pile No dune

KBDRP weeded debris pile No dune

Sand No dune

KBDRP weeded debris pile No dune

No dune

Shoulder of dune

Sand

Sand

Sand Scarp of dune14

Shoulder of dune15 Sand

Shoulder of dune16 Sand

Crest of dune

Crest of dune

Shoulder of dune

17 Sand

18 Sand

Shoulder of dune

Shoulder of dune21

79

Reference Point: Kiawe tree  Prosopis pallida! near pedestrian access at NW' end of

parallel dune fence  Makai side of fence!

Starting point: Bottoxn of Kiawe tree  Prosopis pallida!

Direction: Proceeding at a heading of 300 NNW

Length: 100 meters

Interval sampling points: 1 meter intervals   Data sampling begins at meter 1!



KEALIA BEACH VEGETATION TRANSECT

Revegetation Area

August 2, 1997

Geomor holoSubstanceMeter

Shoulder of dune

Shoulder of dune

Shoulder af dune24

No duneSand

No dune26

No duneSand

No duneSand

No duneSand

No duneSand

Scarp of duneSand31

Scarp of dune

Scarp of dune

32

Sand33

Scary of duneSand

Scarp of dune

Scarp of dune

Scarp of dune

Scarp of dune

No dune

Sand35

Sand36

Sand37

Sand38

39

No dune

No duneSand41

No duneSand42
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Reference Point: Kiawe tree  Prosopis pallida! near pedestrian access at NW end of
parallel dune fence  Makai side of fence!

Starting point: Bottom of Kiawe tree  Prosopis pallida!
Direction: Proceeding at a heading of 300' NNW
Length: 100 meters
Interval sampling points: 1 meter intervals   Data sampling begins at meter 1!



KKALIA BEACH VEGETATION TRANSECT

Revegetation Area

August 2, 1997

Geomor holoSubstanceMeter

Shoulder of dune

Shoulder of dune

Shoulder of dune

Sand

Sand

Sand45

Shoulder of dune

Shoulder of dune

Shoulder of dune

Sand

Sand

Sand

Shoulder of dune

Base of duneSand

Base of duneSand

Base of duneSand52

Base of dune53

No duneSand

No duneSand55

No duneSand56

No dune57

No duneSand

No duneSand59

No duneSand

No duneSand

No duneSand

No duneSand

Reference Point: Kiawe tree  Prosopis pallida! near pedestrian access at NW end of
parallel dune fence  Makai side of fence!

Starting point: Bottom of Kiawe tree  Prosopis pailida!
Direction: Proceeding at a heading of 300 NNW

Length: 100 meters

Interval sampling points: 1 meter intervals   Data sampling begins at meter 1!



KEALIA BEACH VEGETATION TRANSECT

Revegetation Area

August 2, 1997

Meter Substance Geomor holo

Sand No dune

Sand No dune

No duneSand

67

68

Sand No dune

No dune

No dune

No dune

No dune

Sand

70 Sand

Sand71

72 No dune

No dune73

No dune74 Sand

Sand No dune

No dune

No dune

No dune

75

Sand76

Sand

78

No duneSand

No duneSand

No dune81

No dune

No dune

No dune

Sand

Sand
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Reference Point: Kiawe tree  ,Prosopis pallida! near pedestrian access at NW end of

parallel dune fence  Makai side of fence!

Starting point: Bottom of Kiawe tree  Prosopis paotda!

Direction: Proceeding at a heading of 300 NNW

Length: 100 meters

Interval sampling points: 1 meter intervals   Data sampling begins at meter 1!



KEAI.IA BEACH VEGETATION TRANSECT

Revegetation Area

August 2, 1997

Meter Substance Geomor holo

No dune

No dune

No dune87 Sand

Sand No dune

No dune

No dune

91 Sand No dune

92 Sand No dune

93 Sand No dune

Sand No dune

No duneSand

No dune

No dune

No dune

Sand

Sand

No duneSand

No duneSand
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Reference Point: Kiawe tree  Prosopis palLida! near pedestrian access at NW end of

parallel dune fence  Makai side of fence!

Starting point: Bottom of Kiawe tree  Prosopis pallida!

Direction: Proceeding at a heading of 300 NNW

Length: 100 meters

Interval sampling points: 1 meter intervals   Data sampling begins at meter 1!



VEGETATION TRANSECT DATA

Re-Vegetation Area

August 2, 1997

Frequency of Native and AHen Plants and Denuded Dune

Paint-interval Sampling Sample
Count

Percent of

Total Plants
Percent of

Total Sampling

1 196Alien plant species

Cenchrus Ciliaris

8996Native plant species

7896Sesuvium portulacastrum

1196Sporobolus virginicus

096Weed debris pile
Sand - Newly cleared and

reve getated dune 096

8 196096Sand only

1009610096Totals 100
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Reference Point: Kiawe tree  Prosopis pallida! near entry at NW end of parallel dune fence

 Makai side of fence!

Starting point: Bottom of Kiawe tree  Prosopis panda!
Direction: Proceeding at a heading of 300' NNW

Length: 100 meters.

Interval sampling points: 1 meter intervals along the transect line



VEGETATION TRANSECT DATA - Revegetation Area

Geomorphic Distribution of Samples

August 2, 1997

Reference Point: Kiawe tree  Prosopi s panda! near entry at NW end of parallel dune
fence  Makai side of fence!

Starting point: Bottom of Kiawe tree  Prosopis pallida!
Direction: Proceeding at a heading of
Length: 100 meters.
interval sampling points: 1 meter intervals along the transect Une

Point-interval
Sampiing

096 096Alien plant species

Cenchrus Ciliaris 096196096

096Native plant species 096

096Sesuvium portulacastrum. 096

096096Sporobolus virginicus

096096096

096

6496096Sand only

Totals 67961896

85

Weed debris pile
Sand - Newly cleared

and replanted
 S/3/97! dune

Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent
on Crest on on at Base on sand-
of dune Shoulder Scarp of of Dune No

of dune dune re mal ni n



Kealia Beach Vegetation Transects:

Plant List

08/02/97

Family: Chenopodiaceae

Common name: Salt bush

Hawaiian name: none

Description:

Annual herb. Uncommon; scattered on dunes and salt encrusted mud flats.

Stems are prostrate, forming spreading mats from a long tap root.

Leaves are tiny  to 1 cm long!, goose foot in shape; silvery green top and bottom.

Flowers are tiny  to 20 mm diameter!, dull yellow, and flat topped; born on leaf axils.

Fruits are small yellow-green ripening to brown.

Distribution:

Alien: Apparently native to Australia and South Africa. First collected on 0'ahu in

1923.

KBDRP: Since it is not common, there is little concern.

Fanuly: Bataceae

Common name: Pickle weed

Hawaiian name: 'Akulikuli kai, 'ae ' ae

Description:

Small shrub with woody stems.

Leaves are smooth, fleshy, and cylindrical.

Flowers are very small, yellow-green, borne in clusters on short spikes at branch

tips or leaf axils. Dioecious plant  male and female flowers are found on separate

plants.

Distribution:

Alien: native tropical and subtropical America and the Galapagos Islands. First

coUected in Hawaii in 18S9.

KBDRP:

Selected a priority 1 invasive weed species due to its ability to interfere with the
hawksbill sea turtle nesting process. This highly invasive plant forms a mat
impenetrable to the turtles digging efforts.



Kealia Beach Vegetation Transects:

Plant List

08/02/97

Family: Poaceae

Common name: Buffel grass

Hawaiian name: none

Description:

Perennial, clumped grass, forming a dense mat on dunes.

Distribution:

Alien: native to Africa and tropical Asia. First collected in Hawaii in 1932

KBDRP:

Dominant component of dune vegetation. Selected as level 1 invasive weed species
due to its ability to interferes with hawksbill sea turtle nesting process.

Family: Convolvulaceae

Common name: Beach Morning Glory

Hawaiian name: Pohuehue

Description:

Perennial seashore vine belonging to the Morning Glory Family.
Leaves are thick, smooth, broad, 7-8 cm long, sometimes notched at tip. The halves

are often folded upward along the main vein.

Flowers are single or few-clustered, lavender to pink, funnel-shaped, spreading to 7
cm.

Fruits are 2 cm in diameter; round capsules, containing 4 brown, furry seeds.

Stems are viny and can spread 18 to 20 meters, moving along bare sand and

rooting at stem nodes. This plant has extremely long roots. Underground stems

usually connect what appear to be separate plants.

This plant is saltwater hardy.

Distribution:

Indigenous: pantropical.

It is believed that pohuehue arrived in Hawaii without human assistance. It is

regarded as a native plant.

KBDRP:

Selected as a level 1 restoration species, due to its aMity to stabilize dunes, and not

interfere with hawksbill sea turtle nesting process.



Kealia Beach Vegetation Transects:

Plant List

08/02/97

Family: Asteraceae

Common name: indian fleabane

Hawaiian name: none

Description:

Erect, many branched green-stemmed shrub.
Leaves are spring green in color; glabrous with toothed margins,

Flowers are hemispherical topped flower heads.

Distribution:

Native to Mexico, the West Indies, and northern South America. First collected on

0'ahu in 1931.

KBDRP

Selected as level 1 invasive weed species.

Family: Aizoaceae

Common name: Sea purslane

Hawaiian name: ' Akulikuli

Description:

This succulent herb is low lying or prostrate with trailing runners.

Leaves are fleshy, but moderately flattened and narrow, 4 cm long.
Flowers are white to magenta, S-parted, about 2 cm across, borne at the leaf axis.
Stems are reddish turning yellow with age.Roots at the nodes.

This plant can tolerate sea water.

Distribution:

Indigenous: pantropical.

KBDRP'

Selected as level 1 restoration species due to its ability to stabilize dunes, and not
interfere with hawksbiII sea turtle nesting process.



Kealia Beach Vegetation Transec ts:

Plant List

08!02/97

Family: Poaceae

Common name: Beach drop seed

Hawaiian name: -' Aki ' aki

Description:

Leaf blades are erect and wiry

Stems spread by underground rhizomes.

This perennial coastal grass is highly salt tolerant; found on coastal dunes and
strands down to the wet/dry line.

Distribution:

Indigenous: pantropical.

KBDRP:

Selected as level 1 restoration species due to its ability to stabilize dunes, and not

interfere with hawksbill sea turtle nesting process.

Merlin, M. �986!. Hawaiian Coastal Plants and Scenic Shorelines. Honolulu: Oriental

Publishing Co.

Kingsbury, 3. �988!. 200 Conspicuous, UnusuaL or Economically Important Tropical Plants.
Ithaca: Bullbrier Press.

Martz, K., 8 Starr F. �997!. "Annotated checklist of vascular plants. Kealia Pond National

Wildlife Refuge. Coastal Dune Restoration � Pond Outlet -- April 1997". Seif-published.
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Kealia Beach Veget~ tion Data

Re-vegetation Plan

In January 1997,, naturalists, Forest Starr and Kim Martz, collected baseline

vegetation transect data at the Kealia Pond outlet and published the results in their

booklet, "Coastal Restoration � Kealia, Maui; Botanical Inventory and Management

ReconUnendations; April, 1997". For the purpose of long term revegetation

management, they targeted certain plants in the study and defined them as follows:

are defined as "plants,  that! if left unchecked, could

severely alter the habitat within the study area." The plants targeted for removal

during the restoration the effort are:

l. akulikuli kai  Batis maritima!, a thick, sprawling, perennial herb, highly

invasive and aggressive;

2. Bermuda grass  Cyaodon dactylon!, a mat-forming perennial grass, highly

invasive in the pond area;

3. buffel grass  Cenchrus ciliaris!, an aggressive clumped grass.

4. Indian fleabane  Pluchea indica!, an aggressive erect shrub that chokes

out native species in the pond and dune areas;

5. red mangrove jRhizophora mangle!, a large shrub/tree with stilt roots that

forms thickets, choking out native species in the pond outlet area.

v are defined as "plants that, once established should

hold their own against alien weed species." The plants chosen for propagation

during the restoration effort are:

1. aki' aki  Sporoboius virgioicus!, an erect wiry perennial grass that spreads

by means of underground rhizomes and stabilizes sand dunes;

2. akulikuli  Sesuviom portoiacastrum!, an ice plant that spread over the

beach with its long runners;

3. kaluh a  Bolboschoenus maritimus!, a sedge that is the favored cover of the

Hawaiian coot, an endemic bird found at the Kealia Pond outlet;

4. pohuehue  Ipomoea pes-caprae,subsp brasiliensis!, a morning glory that is

a shore stabilizer due to its long roots and high salt tolerance.
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Kealia Seach Wind Data



KEALIA BEACH WIND DATA CHART

Wind Direction at 2 meter Height

Recorded in Compass Degrees

Flag 1
30'

320'

15

0

Flag 2
30'

315

330'

Flag 3
30'

315'

345'

345'

Flag 4
360'

315'

315'

0 o

Flag S
30'

285'

315'

p 0345'

1 /NNE 345'/NNW 349 /NNW 338'/NNW 338 /NNW

7/2 15' 0'
7/7 30' 330
7/9 15' 330'
7/12 15 330'
7/16 30' 15'
7/19 345' 300' 0
7/22 15' 345' 315'
7/29 3 30' 330 3 50'
7/30 30' 263 225' 225'

July Average
and

Compass Hea~g 12 /NNE 332'/WNW 325'/NNW 322'/NW

330'

315'

330'

300'

15'

99'/ESE

8/01 315' 330' 250
8/06 30' 250' 185'

August Average
and

Compass Heading 352'/NNW 290 /WNW 323'/NNW 258 /WSW 218'/SSW

285'

0'

31S'

200'

Location of reference points for wind field flags starting at Kihei, heading toward
Maalaea:

Flag 1- Mile marker 3 on North Kihei Road
Flag 2- Bend in North Kihei Road

Flag 3- 100 ft. west of defunct navigational marker
Flag 4- Mile marker 2 on North Kihei Road
Flag 5- Southeast end of guardrail at Kealia Pond outflow
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Date 1997

6/18

6/21

6/2S

6/27

June Average
and

Compass Heading

0 0

330

315'

355'

0 o

345'

345'

315'

150'

30'

120'

180'

45'

30'

150

0 4

185'



KEALIA BEACH WIND DATA CHART

Wind Direction at Sand Surface, 0 meter Height

Recorded in Compass Degrees
s

Flag 1
N/A

N/A

15

345'

Flag 2
N/A

N/A

270'

300'

Flag 3
N/A

N/A

300

285'

Flag 4
N/A

N/A

315'

Flag 5
N/A

N/A

130'

160'0'

0'/N 285'/WNW 292'/WNW 338'/NNW 145'/SSE

7/2

7/7

7/9

7/12

7/16

7/19

7/22

7/26

7/30

ju1y Average
and

Compass Heading

po

28S

300

275'

30'

180'

285'

300'

300'

15'

315'

285'

270'

315'

270'

285'

300'

205'23'.. 230' 225'

8 /N 297'/WNW 276'/WNW 302'/WNW N/A

285'

270'

270'

300

8/01

8/06

August Average
and

Compass Heading

315'

225'

355

15'
250'

225

10'/N 278'/WNW 285'IWNW 270 IW 238'/WSW

Location of reference points for wind field flags starting at Kihei, heading toward
Maalaea:

Flag 1- Mile marker 3 on North Kihei Road
Flag 2- Bend in North Kihei Road

Flag 3- 100 ft. west of defunct navigational marker
Flag 4- Mile marker 2 on North Kihei Road

Flag 5- Southeast end of guardrail at Kealia Pond outflow
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KEALIA BEACH WIND DATA COMPARISON CHART

Wind Direction at 2 meter Height and 0 meter Height  Sand Surface!
Wind Speed at 2 meter Height

B C 0 E
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Speed

30' 9 N/A
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7/2 15' 13
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August Average
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330'
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7

3
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Location of reference points for wind field flags starting at Kihei, heading toward
Maalaea:

Flag 1- Mile marker 3 on North Kihei Road
Flag 2- Bend in North Kihei Road

Flag 3- 100 ft. west of defunct navigational marker
Flag 4- Mile marker 2 on North Kihei Road
Flag 5- Southeast end of guardrail at Kealia Pond outflow
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Kealia Beach Wind Data Comparison Chart

Wind Direction at 2 meter Height and 0 meter Height  Sand Surface!
Wind Speed at 2 meter Height

G H I J, K L M
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285' 315'
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Location of reference points for wind field flags starting at Kihei, heading toward
Maalaea:

Flag 1- Mile marker 3 on North Kihei Road

Flag 2- Bend in North Kihei Road

Flag 3- 100 ft. west of defunct navigational marker
Flag 4- Mile marker 2 on North Kihei Road

Flag 5- Southeast end of guardrail at Kealia Pond outflow
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Wind Direction at 2 meter Height and 0 meter Height  Sand Surface!
Wind Speed at 2 meter Height
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I.ocation of reference points for wind field flags starting at Kihei, heading toward
Maalaea:

Flag 1- Mile marker 3 on North Kihei Road

Flag 2- Bend in North Kihei Road

Flag 3- 100 ft. west of defunct navigational marker

Flag 4- Mile marker 2 on North Kihei Road

Flag 5- Southeast end of guardrail at Kealia Pond outflow
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Kealia Beach Wind Data Comparison Chart
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